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INTROD'JCTION 
The prairie spotted skunk (SplloRale interrupta 
Rafindsque) is distributed throughout Iowa, and it is 
especially numerous in the southern part of the state. 
Almost every farmer there has had some personal encounters 
with tho species soniotimR durinr; his farming caronr. Be­
cause it ia one of tho more common mustelids in tho state 
and because of its propensity for livin?; in and about farm 
yards many questions arise concerning its worth ond manage­
ment* The Iowa Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit^ took 
this problem under consideration in 1936. 
Tho investigation was conducted on a resoarch-manage-
raent aroa of 17.5 square miles in the southoast corner of 
the state. It covered a period from March 1939 to Jvme 1942 
in which 24 months were spent in continuous residence on the 
area. Numerous trips were made to the area while tho author 
was in residence at Iowa State College. 
Because of a dearth of basic inforsnation concerning tho 
habits of this animal, the earlier phases of the inveotigation 
were largely concerned with a study of tho food habits of tho 
species (Crabb, 1941a). While the food habits wore always 
^lowa State College, Iowa Conservation Commission, and 
the U. S. Pish and Wildlife Service cooperating with the 
American Wildlife Institute. 
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conaldered In the ecology of the spoclea, the latter half 
of the Investigation was largely devoted to the development 
of a technique for trapping and handling spotted skunks 
(Crabb, 1941b) and investigating various phases of its life 
history, local range, mobility, territoi»y, general ecology 
and management. 
There is a paucity of literature directly related to the 
spotted skunk, largely because it has little market value as 
fur, and in Iowa because it is a sou them species only 
recently extending its range over the state (Scott, 1937). 
Furthermore scientists have shunned work on the species for 
quite obvious reasons. 
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THE STOCKPORT SKONK 
RESEARCH MAMAQEIJENT AREA 
As la true or all aoutheastem lo^a the Stockport area 
waa once covered by a great glacier. The residual glacial 
material, from SO to 100 feet in depth, la known as the 
Kanaaa drift* Tho glacial drift la composed of two claya: 
a lower blue clay and an upper yellow clay (Stevenaon, 1918), 
The lower blue clay has been used extensively In the manufac­
ture of drainage tiles with vitlch much of the upland has been 
made arable# 
On top of tiio glacial drift is a deposit of loeas, two 
to three feet deep, which characterizes the Stoclqiort skunk 
area in the northeast comer of Van Buren county. The sktxnk 
area compriaos 17.5 aquare mllea or about 11,200 acres. Of 
the 17.5 aectlona approximately 10 aquare mllea are level 
upland almost 100 percent tiled emd subjected to cultivation. 
The other 7.S aquare mlloe have been expoaed to varying degreea 
of eroalon charactoriatic of the lowor Dea Moines and Skunk 
river valleys. The aouthweat half of the area is drained into 
tho Dea Molnea river eight mllea away and the northeast comer 
drains into the Sktink river twelve miles to the northeast 
(Pig. 1). 
The bulk of the upland loess soil Is known as Omndy silt 
loam with a streak of Grundy clay loam of about 2,000 acres 
through the center. The Grundy clay loam is tho most valuable 
-4-
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3oil in the ojunty. Farm land on this soil has sold in the 
last year from ^110 to $150 per acre* The heavily eroded 
southwest part of the area has been in the past and still is 
in many places densely wooded—a characteristic of the Des 
Moines river valley. 
Pasturing and heavy cutting for railroad ties, mine 
timber, and posts have been very destructive to the more 
valuable woody grov/ths. Today the woodland is larrrcly hickory 
sprouts and oak stumps (Pigs. 2 and 3). The wooded area is 
intorspersed with farms and clenrin/53 on the hlpher ground. 
There are two important upland timber types J white oak 
type and the white oalc—black oak—red oak typo. The white 
oak is the predominant type. The iinportant associates include: 
hickories (Carya), black cherry (Prunus), black walnut (Jufflans), 
American elm (Ulmus), and hop-homboam (Ostrya). 
Shrubs characteriatlc of the woodland of this region are: 
sumac (Rhus)» rose (Rosa), coral-berry (S?nnphorioarpo8), dog-
wood (Cornua)« hazelnut (Corylua), currant (Rlbes), raspberry 
(Rubus), service berry (Awelanchier). virgin's bower (Clematis). 
hawthorn (CrataeRus)j St. John's wort (Hypericum), Virginia 
creeper (Psedera). elderberry (Sambucus), green brier (Smilax), 
grape (Vitis), and prickly ash (Xanthoxylum) (Qeneaux and 
Kuenzel, 1939). 
The woodland pasture part of the area is of little con­
sequence aa a habitat for spotted skunks but in order to 
obtain a better imderstanding of the ecological requirements 
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Flg. 2. ^ A Stunmer View of the Cut-Ovor 
Timber Pasture Land 
Fig* 3* A Road Through the Southwest 
Side of the Area 
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of the species a diversified terrain was selected (Fig. 4)« 
The upland, which coriprises the btilk of the Stockport 
slcunk area, is typical of the best southeast Iowa farm land 
where oiMsion has not had its effects. It fomerly supported 
a tall f-rass prairie with the typical prairie grasses such 
as big blue stem (Andropogan furcatus), Indian grass (Sorgh-
astrum nutans), slou^ grass (Spartina sp.) and others. Only 
relics of this foimation remain along fence rows and waste 
corners to witness its former dominance. Today this flat 
land is subjected to intensive cultivation, the individual 
farmers relying upon woodland pastures for livestock sometimes 
several miles from their farm site. The flat land is too 
valuable for much permanent pasture or many fam groves v/hile 
woodland pasture is abundant and low priced. 
Pig. 4. A Spring View of Uncut Woodland 
Pasture in Section 23 
Tho open level cultivated farm lands provide the most 
favorable habitat for the spotted skunks* On this part of 
the area the bulk of the investigation was conducted (Fig. 5)» 
Fig. 5. A Viow to tho Northvroat from tho Road 
on the East Sido of Section 24 
Land utilization on four aeotiona trapped by the quadrat 
method, revealed by a oheok in Januaz>y 1942» was as follows: 
pasture, 670 acres (26.13ji); cornstalks, 530 acres (20.67^); 
soy bean stubble, 270 acres {10,5Z%)i clover, 355 acres 
(13.84^); farm yards, 85 acres (3*31^); tovm, 95 acres (3.70ji) 
wheat, 5 acres (alQ^); timothy hay, 65 acres (2.53^); oat 
stubble, 75 acres (2.92^); woodland, 110 acres (4.29^); 
alfalfa, 15 acres (*58^) and sorgo, 5 acres (•19^). Two 
hundred eighty acres (10«92^) was plowed ground. 
The results of this winter check, hov/evor, are not the 
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same as a similar check would yield durlniC5 the growing season, 
or at any other time of the year. During the spring, as an 
example, as soon as the frost is out of the ground, farmers 
plow, disk and harrow their fields. Large areas then are bare 
ground. By early May the small grain covers about one-half 
the bare area and by the last of June soy beans, com and 
other cultivated crops cover the rest. 
Since the ranges of the animals and the population den­
sity figures were worked out on the four-section area during 
winter and spring the above tabulation of cover and ground 
conditions serve best to describe the area (Pig. 6, Table I). 
One figure above is misleading as an indicator of agricultural 
practice. Pasture ia a much larger part of the farm land 
during winter than at other times of the year. Timothy, 
Sudan grass and brome grass, as well as the perennial blue-
grass pastures, are classed under this heading at this season 
for they are grazed. During other times of the year much of 
this land would have been prodifoing hay crops and quite a lot 
of it comes up after small grain for the year ia harvested. 
Plowing is usually about one-half small grain stubble and one-
half clover hay fields; consequently small grain appears con­
siderably less important than it actually is on the area. 
On the northeast corner of the area the town of Stockport 
is located. The population at the 1940 census v/as 338. The 
incorporated area of the town covers one square mile but loss 
than one-fourth of this is occupied by buildings and streets. 
-10-
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Convenlent roads cross and bound the area so that every section 
is accessible by automobile from at least two sides. A gravel 
road crosses the area from north to south and bounds the area 
on three sides* 
There are 78 farmers and sets of farm buildin.rjs on the 
area. The farms average 145 acres but the farm buildings are 
not evenly distributed over the area. They range from seven 
sots of buildings on section 19 of the east central side to 
only one set of buildings on section 27 of tho west central 
side* All of section 19 is under cultivation exccpt for tho 
farm yards while less? than 25 acres of section 27 has over 
been plowed* 
Livestock farming is the f^enoral typo of agriculture 
followed on tho area. Sheep, beef cattle, hogs and to some 
extent horses and mules are raised* Corn, soy beans, hay and 
oats aro tho principal crops grown* Host of tlie crops aro 
marketed through tho livestock witdi tho exception of soy beans 
which is a cash crop* 
There are no natural barriers such as large streams or 
dense woods to restrict the free movements of s]cunk8 on or 
near the area but numerous tiles and tile-fed creaks on the 
east, northeast and west side of the area provide natural 
travelways for opossum (Didelphis virginiana), mink (Mastela 
vlson), and are used to a lesser extent by muskrat (Ot^atra 
zibethicus), raccoon (Procyon lotor) and other animals of the 
territory. The striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis) is alv/ays 
12 
present in small nvunbera on tho "rougher" portions of the 
area. Both red fox (Vulpes resalis) and grey fox (Urocyon 
clnerooaraenteus) have been killed on the area during the 
past three years but they are not common. 
Numerous hedges of osage orange (Madura pomifcra) are 
on the area, but are fast disappearing as they are being cut 
Pig. ?• A Porty-year-old Hedge on tho West 
Side of Section 24 
for posts and being grubbed out to make possible closer 
cultivation to fence lines (Pig. 7). These hedges provide 
excellent den sites and excellent cover for many forms of 
wildlife. Woodchuck (Marmota monax),especially numerous 
along the hedges, dig dens which are utilized by cottontails 
(Sylvilagus florldanus meamsll), skimks, oposauras, and other 
mammals. Cottontails were present in varying population 
densities durin.^ the years of this study. They were most 
13-
nuraeroua during 1939 ivhon the population was estimated as high 
as 4.5 per acre of feeding range (Hendrickson, 1939). In 
1941 the population v/as "about one-tenth as high as the peak 
in 1959" (Hendrickson, 1941). 
Several coveys of quail (Colinus v^. virpiinlanus) were 
resident on the area but never in numbers conparnble to those 
on "rougher" parts of the same county. A few pheasants 
(Phaalanus oolchlcua torquatus) were resident on the north­
east one-fourth of the area through the period of tMs study. 
The great horned owl (Bubo virKlnlanus virKlnianus) and 
the northern barred owl (Strlx varia vnrla) are permanent 
residents in the wooded parts of the skunk area. Individuals 
of both species are frequently shot by farmers and sportsmen. 
The eastern screech owl (Otua aslo naevlua) is a comm in 
resident ospecially about farm yards. 
The northern red-shouldered hav/k (Buteo llneatus llneatus) 
and the eastern rod-tailed hawk (Buteo borealio borealla) are 
fairly common summer residents on the area, and a fow red-
tails may otay throughout the winter. The eastern sparrow 
hawk (Falco sparverius sparverlua) is a common summer res­
ident. 
Among the ground nesting birds the eastern meadow lark 
(Sturnella magna mappia) and the prairie horned lark (Otocorls 
alpestris pratlcola) are the moat common. The upland plover 
(Bartramia longlcaudata) nests regularly on the area (Crabb, 
-14-
1939)• 
No attempt was made to take a census of small mainmals 
on the skunk area but the following species were most nximei^oua 
wherever suitable habitats existed for them: little short-
tailed shrew (Ci*yptotls parva), large short-tailed shrew 
{Blarlna b» brevlcauda), thlrteen-strlped groung squirrel 
(Cltellus tt trldecemllneatus),prairie harvest mouse 
(Relthrodontomys megnlotls dychel),Balrd white-footed mouse 
(Peromysous manloulatus balrdl), northern white-footed mouse 
(Peromysous leucopua novaboraoonsla)» Pennsylvania meadow 
mouse (Microtus £• pennsylvanlcus) and prairie meadow mouse 
{Microtus ochragaator). House mouse (Mus m. muscuius) and 
Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) wore generally common resi­
dents about farm buildings. Ooss lemming mouse (Synapbomys 
cooperi goaali) was collected on the area but it is exceed­
ingly rare. 
During the years 1939, 1940 and 1941 the annual moan 
temperatures at Stockport wore 52,6, 49*6, 53,3, respectively. 
The total annual precipitation for those years respectively 
was 34.65, 29.27, 39.11 Inches (Reed, 1939, 1940, 1941). These 
data originated at a federal weather station located almost in 
the exact center of tVie skunk area. Tlio elevation at Stock­
port la 747 feet. 
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FIELD TECHNIQUES 
A thorougli knowledge of the habits of the spotted slmlik 
and methods of handling it, or even associating witli it, are 
prequisite to a suocessfxal investigation of the species. 
Spotted skunks are highly nocturnal and secrotive in 
their habits and endowed v/ith keen senses of sinell aiKl hearing 
In agreement with others (Seton, 1937) the writer has 
never seen the sltunks abroad in daylight of their own free 
will, but tliey arc sometinos ousted from their daytime hiding 
by dogs and man about farm yards whore they frequently make 
their homes# They probably do cane out on occasion in broad 
daylight in good health and of their own free v/ill* Nxunerous 
reports of seeing them have been made on the research area 
but on careful investigation most of the reports wero proven 
not reliable* One reported incident may serve as an exception 
A farner in March butchered two hogs between a garage 
and washhouae in the yard* It wns a cool bright day; the 
temperature was a little below freezing and there v/as about 
one and one-half inches of snov/ on the ground. The butchering 
was completed at noon and the hogs wore loft hanging to cool 
until evening. That afternoon a spotted skvmk came out from 
under the washhouae, a dilapidated old building with a v/ooden 
floor, and foraged among the blood and butchering scraps for 
food. Although only one little skunk v/as seen at a time the 
16 
farm family watchlno; from a kltchon window expresood the 
opinion that there were two or three different animals. 
In this instance several factors ought to bo considered. 
First, the skunk evidently had a den under the washhouse; 
second, it was probably hungry for food, more difficult to 
get at this time of year than any other tline (Crabb, 1941a), 
and lastely, the butchering was probably done within eitht 
or ten feot of the den neat and the odor of fresh meat and 
warm blood in such abundance was too much to resist. 
Because of the practical impossibility of direct obser­
vation of tlie activities of the spotted skunk, indirect obser­
vation, that ia by evidence of activity or live trapping, must 
bo relied upon for information. 
Sign of the Spotted Skunk 
One of the best signs of the spotted skunk is its fecal 
passages (Fig. 8). They seldom make latrines and whore they 
do appear they serve as indicators of nearby dons or may even 
be in the dona (Fig. 9). As a rule the skunks defocate promis­
cuously except in their nests. '<Vhero they use barns, scats 
may bo found all along the runways, which usually follow 
rafters, poles and brace plocos. V/hero tlie animals are using 
board or firewood piles scats may be picked up anywhere nearby. 
They defecate freoly about farm yards on baro patchos of ground 
and often leave their scats within a few feet of thoir day 
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Fip;. 8. Charaotoristlc Suminor Scats of Spotted 
and Striped Slninks 
Fig. 9. A Spotted Skunk Latrlno between the Hay 
and the Side of an Old Barn 
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timo nest when leaving it for the nightly forage. Cow paths, 
dry washes in fields, fence lines and evf^n low <5rave stones 
are likely places to find scats. 
These scats when found suggest many things to the experi­
enced. observer, such as: vrtint the animal has been oatlnr", and 
hence where to look for feeding sign; how recently the animal 
has passed this way from the probable age of the scat; and 
how frequently or intensely the place is used by the number 
of scats to bo found. 
Several characters must bo considered when detemiining 
the identity of scats. Size, shape, contents artd odor are 
indicators of their orif^ln (Crabb, 1941a). 
Evidence of feeding left on and about various food items 
io a source of much information not to be overlooked whon 
working with the spotted skimk. Methods of attacking living 
prey, particularly parts and araounts consumed, methods of 
eating, such aa in egg-eating, and location of the food items 
usually conform to particular patterns with this species as 
well as with other prcdaceous apecles, such aa the red fox 
(Scott, 1942). 
During Juno of each year many groat ragweeds (Ambrosia 
trifida) were found nearly uprooted in vast numbers by slcunks 
in search of acarabaeid beetles at the roots. Eggs eaten in 
and about farm buildings usually have one end or a side 
broken out. The shell is usually clean cut and the contents 
Pig. 10» Domestic Hon Eggs Eaten \>y Spotted 
Skunks during May 1942 
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lapped up and cleaned out in a manner impossible for a bird 
but not much unlike a cat (Pig. 10). 
Rabbits, cliickens and pheasants eaten as carrion are 
ordinarily dragged to the den entrance or protective cover 
to bo eaten (Figs. 11 and 12). "Ehere scats may be found to 
fig. 11. A Pheasant Carcass at the Entrance of a 
Spotted Skunk Den in an Alfalfa Field 
conflm suspioiona. The large bones of these species are 
not oaten, feathers are pulled out and scattered about, not 
sheared off, and usually more than one visit will bo made to 
a carcass on successive nights. The unlikeliness of other 
mammalian carrion oatora feeding tinder such circumstances 
on an area well known to the investigator is profitably 
used in deductive reasoning. 
During the winter months tracking is one of the most 
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poaitive signs of the skunk's presence and activity. During 
the other seasons a fev^ tracks may be found in the mud after 
a rain or along wet creoks* 
Fig. 12* A Rabbit Carcass Dragged vinder the 
End of a Culvert and Portially Eaten 
The tracks are of several types depending upon the speed 
the animal is making and the method of travel. While hunting 
the animal jmny be walking. The hind feet are then.placed 
exactly in the print of the front feet and the steps are made 
at five or five and one-half inch intervals depending upon 
particular individuals. By far the most common gait in the 
field while hunting is a bounding gait. Here the front and 
hind feot work in pairs after the manner of weasel and mink 
(Fig. 13). The distance between tracks may vary frc»n nine to 
fourteen inches depending upon the rate of progress and size 
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of the anlrial# Another track frequently made results from 
a galloping gait. In this the tracks are more like those 
of the striped skunk In that the front feot tracks do not 
re^inter perfectly with the hind feet tracks (Figs. 14 and 
15)# This gait, as the others, may bo used at varying ratoo 
of opood £uid with difforcnt distances bot-i^een tracks rivnging 
from oovan to ton Indioa. 
Tho foet of the apottod slcunlc nro aiinllar to thoae of 
the atriped skunk. A part of the aolo of both tho front and 
hind foet ia applied directly to tlx© ground. The clnv/s on the 
foro-feet aro Moderately long and thoae bohlnd quite short 
(Pig. 16). Tho front feot arc well adapted to grasping and 
tho spotted skunk is quite adopt at climbing broos after the 
Fig. IS* Tracks of the BouMing Spotted 
Skunlc in tho Snow 
Flg« 14« Tracks Made by a Qalloplng Spotted Skunk 
Crossed with Tracks of an Opoastira 
Pig. 15. Tracks of a Oalloping Spotted Skunk 
Over Packed Snow 
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mannor of weasels and minks (Pi^iS. 17 and 18). 
Another reliable field si(5n for the spotted skunk as 
well as other animals is the hairs left about den entrances 
Fig* 16* Feet of a Large Male Spotted Skunk 
or other holes such as those forced into chicken coops for 
the purpose of predation or egg sucking. By using a magnl-
glass and check specimens, hairs often serve as excel­
lent conclusive evidence* 
A useful device called a hair-catcher was placed at the 
entrance of many holes whore more detailed information con­
cerning the inhabitants of tlio hole was wanted (Fig. 19). 
It was made from a piece of tin can about three inches by 
two inches with a serrated edge. The serrations were made by 
cutting one-half inch into the tin v/lth a pair of tin snipers 
at about every one-sixteenth inch. If carefully made and 
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nalled In place it does not obstruct the opening and will 
catch hairs of the animals enterinc and leaving. The device 
Fig. 17. Spotted Skunk High Fig. 18» A Large Collie Dog 
in a Tree IVhere It Went after Kept this Skunk "Treed" 
Being Released from a Trap All Night 
yields information on ttio frequency of use of a particular 
den, as well as providing clues for the accurate identi­
fication of the species. 
An excellent field sign when it is present is the odor 
of the muak. With a little exporlenco and a reasonably good 
"nose" one may differentiate between the musks of striped 
and spotted skunks with almost 100 percent accuracy. About 
farm yards this little skunk often is interfered with or 
attacked by dogs and cats and where this is encouraged by 
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the fanners there may he a constant musk odor pbout the 
premises. The spotted skunks frequently emit a small amoiint 
of musk when engaged in vigorous fights with rats or in rough 
Fig. 19. Serrated Piooe of Tin Fastened Over 
Holes to Catch Hair of Inhabitants 
and tvsnblo play among tliemselves* 
Lantz (1905) also mentioned the slight odor left by the 
little skunks. . .on the mornings after an unusually 
fierce battle with rats, I could detect a faint smell of its 
presence in the collar." 
As v/ith other animals, characteristic odors aro to be 
associated with the spotted skunk other than the musk. One 
is frequently aware of the presence of this skunk about a 
premise long before more concrete evidence is found. A 
musty odor of concealed scats and a long used nest frequently 
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complctely poRnoato old buildings, barns and woodpiles. A 
nest of young spotted skunks and the associated runways in 
a houso may be so strong as to make living in the part of the 
Pig. 20# Tho "Prog-pond" Schoolhouso at Stockport. 
The Attio and Walla have boon Used by Spotted 
Skunks for Many Years 
house affect^ unoorafortablo. Tho charactorlstio don odor 
has no resemblance to tho anal musk and consequently it is 
frequently not associated with the spotted skunk by tho un­
informed. 
However, the den odor is not usually offensive. A 
country schoolhouse at Stockport, in which spotted skunks 
have been established for many years both in the attic and 
basement, never became offenaivo although scats were all over 
the attic floor to an inch in depth in many places (Pig. 20). 
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Trapplng and Tagging 
The successful trappinp; and ear-tagging of spotted skunks 
rests upon a specialized technique and a tliorough understanding 
of the habits and disposition of tiie animals (Crabb, 1941b)« 
The traps used in this study were designed especially 
for the capture and handling of spotted skunks with a minlTiiura 
of risk to the operator and as much protection as pos^:ible for 
tho animal (Pig. 21). Protection of tho animal against the 
adversities of weather and attacks by domestic animals is of 
primary importance if tho little skunks are to be released 
unharmed. Tho desirability for protection on the part of 
the operator is obvious. 
Spotted skunks, like striped akunks, are usually con­
sidered easy to catch by fur-trappera and individuals 
attempting to control them. In general this is correct as 
it applies to the skunks during tiie fur-trapping season, but 
during other times of tho year, especially during late spring 
and early summer, they are difficult to catch. 
During the winter months the food eaten Is largely rats 
and mice. At this time a moat bait was taken readily and with 
it trapping v/as comparatively easy. During the late summer 
and fall fruit made a good bait, especially when used in con­
junction with regular feeding places of tho skvinks; for 
example, mulberries under a mulberry tree. 
During late spring and summer trapping was difficult. 
The diet at this time la almost entirely Insects, for Insects 
of many kinds are ahxindant and widely distributed. Feeding 
on them does not confine the skunks to any one area and very 
FlfS* 21* Box Trap Used to Catch and 
Handle Spotted Skunks 
little hunting about Is required to get a full meal. Con­
sequently the skunks are seldom hungry and like other animals 
whon woll fed aro tempted by nothing but the choicest morsel* 
Using the quadrat oyatera of trapping for 1,160 trap 
nights during Pebxniary, 56 spotted skunks were cauf^ht for a 
succoas of 4»8 percent. The bait used during this period was 
small pieces of rabbit meat with a drop of lure (fish oil and 
musk) In each trap. Those traps also caught 13 cats, three 
cottontails, four opossums, two striped skunks and one Noi?way 
rat for a total success of 6.8 percent. 
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During a three-woeks period In late April and early May 
covering 778 trap nights 21 spotted skunks were caught for a 
success of 2.7 percent. These same traps caught two cats, 
five rabbits, one rat and two brown thrashers (Toxostoma 
rufmn). These traps also contained a drop of the lure (fish 
oil and musk) but the baits were varied. Canned mackerel, 
honey, egg, and rabbit meat were used as bait in conjunction 
with the lure. The traps were covered with muddy water 
frequently to conceal odors and blend them with the surround­
ings. 
When trapping was first used on the Stockport area the 
emphasis v/as placed upon getting as many of the skunks caught 
and marked as possible regardless of the methods used or the 
Irregular coverage of the area. A system of "spot" trapping 
was employed. Prom 10 to 20 box traps wore available and 
these wore concentrated on two or throe spotted skunk locations 
such as in two or three farm yards. The traps were moved to 
new locations once or twice a week. This method provided 
aufflclent time to search carefully for slcunk sign and tended 
to hold the success per trap night at a comparatively high 
percentage. Later It seemed that a more careful and complete 
coverage of a smaller area, and a smaller part of the total 
skunk population would be more fruitful. 
To this end the number of traps was increased to 68 and 
a full-time technician was employed to help in tending them. 
Sixty-four of the traps were then placed on 640 acres of the 
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area, one trap to each 10 acres* The traps were seen every 
other day iinless weather made a more frequent check obligatory. 
The traps were usually reset and rebalted when seen and they 
were moved about in their respective lO-acre quadrats once 
each week* 
After about one month of such trapping it became obvious 
that not enough area was being covered and what was being 
covered was being trapped too intensely. The former was 
evident from the large number of spotted skunks represented 
by single catches and the small number caught many times* 
In other words the trap area did not cover enough unit 
I 
ranges. Trapping was edso so Intense that two or three 
spotted skunks died from frequent exposure in the traps and 
others were noticeably weakened. The trap plan was then en­
larged to cover four central sections of the area* The four 
sections consisted of the original central section^ the 
bordering one-half sections along the sides and the one-
quarter sections at the comers (Fig* 1). Thirty-two traps 
were left on 320 acres of the central section at all times 
and the other 32 traps were used on 320 acres of the bordering 
land* These traps were moved at three-week intervals from 
one quadrat to another in such a manner that the central 
section received twice as much trapping as the bordering 
sections and all four sections were completely covered each 
season of three months (Fig* 22)* 
The traps were not placed within any 10-acre quadrat 
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UOCATIOM OF T^AP^ 
Fig* 22* Trap Coverage of the Four Sections 
For February, March and April 
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accordlng to any sot system, neither were they placed at 
random, but they were act at the most likely places to catch 
spotted skTinks# 'fhe site of the trap was changed once each 
week or oftener so that at least three points within the 
quadrat would be adaquately trapped before the traps wore 
moved away from the quadrat. The successful placement of 
traps depends upon an understanding of the animals* liabits* 
Traps were placed at such sites on the lO-acre tracts as 
past experience Indicated might be used by spotted skimks. 
In this manner trapping adaquately covered all the probable 
skunk habitat* 
This method of sotting compensated somewhat for the 
difficulties encountered when the 10-acre quadrat was bare 
land such as plowed grounds or heavily pastured fields which 
if trapped according to a measured system nould only rarely 
catch a skunk coming on to the quadrat \mless a larger number 
of traps could bo used. 
The following trapping instructiono wero followed by 
the technician in sotting the traps on the respective quad­
rats: 
1. Setting 
A* Adjust trap string so that not more than one-
half inch of door appears in doorway. 
B. Test sensitivity of treadle at each set. 
G. Reset trap whether tripped or not at every 
other visit. 
2. Placement 
A. Always blond the trap into the landscape. 
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Nevor loavo It entirely In the open If 
possible to conceal It In the general out­
line of the closest cover (Figs. 23 and 24), 
B« Use sticks, weeds or any other material to 
conceal the general square outline of the 
trap. 
C» Unless the ground is frozen scrape dirt with 
a stick or the foot up to make the door sill 
level with the approach- Never use bare hands. 
Some dirt or light debris may be tossed into 
the trap to advantage. 
D. Replace the trap once each week* 
3. Bait 
A. Dip lure stick at least once each week. 
B. Replenish bait once each week or oftoner 
if necessary. 
Bait suggestions: 
1. Rabbit moat, woodchuck, or non­
protected birds. 
2. Small pieces of fish (frozen or 
canned). 
3. Blood. 
4. Mulberries. 
5. Wild or tamo grapes. 
4. Materials to bo carried at all tl los in the field: 
1. Lure. 
2. Bait. 
3. String* 
4. Paper sacks. 
5* Scissors or knife. 
6. Merourochrcme. 
7. Notebook. 
8. Pencil. 
After a skunk was caught it was placed in the tagging 
chute and one "Salasco" fingerling tag (made by the Salt 
Lake Stamp company. Salt Lake, Utah) was placed in each ear. 
It was essential to see that the tags were well clinched and 
did not pinch the ear for when they did they caused Infection 
and were lost. The animals were weighed, searched for external 
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Pig. 23. Trap Set In Bottom of a Run 
Pig. 24. A Trap Set Beside a Path 
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paraaltes, thoii' sox nofcod and any other pertinent data, 
such as evidonco of sucking femnles, abaonce of toen on feot 
or evidonco of age, recorded (Fig. 25). Tlie dato, location 
and bait uaed wore also noted* 
Fig. 25. Ear^tagglng a Spotted Skunk in 
the Tagging Clmto 
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SPOTTHD SKUNK HABITAT 
Ono of tho major objectives of this investigation was 
to tmcover some of tho facts concerning territories and the 
constituents of the habitat of the spotted sktink* 
The Don of the Spotted Skunk — A Requirement 
While gathering data for this investigation a don was 
» 
considered to be "any location or cover which tho animal uses 
of its own free will for rest or seclusion." 
Tliis little skunk was as adaptable in its choice of a 
den as it was in its choice of food (Grabb, 1941a}* The first 
consideration seems to be the exclusion of li£^t. Without 
exception every don or semblance of a den mot this reguire-
ment* Sometimes tho den was only a place to ciirl up or 
stretch out in such aa under tho comer of a well platform 
or a shock of small grain, but wherever darlcness prevailed 
there the spotted sktink seemed to fool most at home* 
A second iaqiortant requirement is protection against 
weather conditions* Tliey must have protection against 
summer heat, winter cold, wet rains and snow, and cold winds* 
The variety of places meeting these conditions was almost 
unlimited about tho farms and fields of southeast Iowa* 
A third requirement, although not always carefully con-
sidorod, is protection against "enemies"--dogs, man and live-
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a took. About 50 percent of the total mortality rei>prtod in 
this paper waa directly traceable to a careless choice of a 
den in this respect. 
The provision of more den sites meeting these three re-
quireiTients siiggests itself as a possible manQgeraent practice 
for the speciea• 
Farm buildings of all types from the house to the out­
house were used freely for dens. Most of tho buildings at 
fig. 26. Barns Like This One are Common 
On tho Stockport Area 
Stockport are built loooely and few are completely inclosed 
(Pig. 26). Almost all rest upon loose limestone rocks and 
few houses have basements for the ground water level is 
commonly within three feet of the surface during spring and 
fall (Pig. 27). Any building accessible to a rat is equally 
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accensible to this little skunk for it is remarkably adopt 
at following rat runways. 
Flg» 27« A Pnrm House Typical of the Stockport 
Area* Spotted Skunks Used It for a Den 
Seton (1937) says the following concemins the dens of 
the spotted skunk: 
The den is often a natural cavity in the rocks, 
or a convenient crevice ut^er a stone pile, but 
sometimes a hollow log or a stxsnp is used. Out 
on the plains or other level lands, the Spotted 
Skunk often digs a burrow for itself under the 
cactus and thorny underbrush; or more often, 
it uses the deserted burrow of seme other animal, 
such as a Oround-squirrel or a Woodrat, or in 
Florida, even that of a burrowing owl. . • .1 
found one living merrily among tho vast food 
posaibilitios of a ^ rain elevator. So far, no 
one has reported the nest In a v/et place or high 
up in a hollow tree. 
On July 5, 1939 while investigating a large soft maple 
tree (Acer saccharinum) that had blo\tn down the night before 
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In a storm a hollow was located containing scats and hair of 
the spotted skunk. The entrance to the hole was at least 20 
feet from the ground. 
Pellett (1913) foiind a nest under a pile of cobs in an 
outbuilding* Strawpiles^ hay stacks, hollow trees and hollow 
logs—espeolfidly in hedge rows, firewood and board piles of 
Fig* 28* Entrance to a Summer Den in a Hollow 
Tile Walk at an Abandoned Farmstead 
all kinds. Junk piles, hollow tiles, drainage tiles, old 
wells and appropriated ground dens of other species were all 
used for dens (Figs* 28, 29, 30 and 31)* 
Very few ground dens were used and fewer were made by 
the spotted skunk* One ground don was tho enlarged burrow 
of the 13-strlped groxind squlrrol and was used during wlntor 
months (Figs* 32 and 34)* Another was appropriated from a 
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Plg. 29. A Rotting Strawplle at Stockport In 
December. An Excellent Den for Spotted Skunks 
Fig* 30. Den in a Hollow Tree Used During 
the Sunaner of 1939. The Boy Points 
Towards the Entrance 
SoAi-iL \ \ Fx 
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Fig. 32. Ground Den of Spotted Slcunk Enlarged and Taken 
from 13-Striped Ground Squirrel. Opened 
February 26, 1940. 
Over 
Mound <=>f Soa^uh. 1 = \ Foot 
SLOPE. "S % 
"25 OUD WC:A^.t,U 
<3ia/Ss^«> ME^T 
Fig. 33. Ground D«n Used by Penale Spotted Skunk and 5 Young 
Opened July 21, 1941. Evidently It Originally 
Belonged to a Weasel 
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Fig* 31. Den of Woodohuok at an Old Building 
Site Used by Spotted Skunks in Deoember 1938 
Pig. 34» Entrance to Oroimd Den January 30, 
1940, illustrated in Pig. 31. Note the 
Tracks in the Snow 
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long tailed weasel (Muatela frenata) and others from striped 
skunks and woodohucks (JE^gs. 33 and 35). 
As this investigation was primarily concerned with^ 
studying the rmjbility, territory and general environment 
of the spotted skunks every effort was made to avoid altei>* 
ing the natural situation or forces influencing tlioir be­
havior; consequently few dons were opened or disturbed. 
A survey of permanent and semi-permanent den sites was 
made of 78 farm yards of the area in the spring of 1942. The 
farm yards were classified for convenience into the follow-
Fig* 35. Entrance "A" of Den Shown 
Diagrammatically in Pig* 33 
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Ing three catagorles; P&lr—one den site, good—two den 
sites, and excellent--three or more den sites* Forty-
eight (60^) of the farm yards came into thd "excellent" 
classification with three or more permanent or serai-
permanent den sites* Twenty-three (29*44^) came tindor the 
"good" classification* Six (7*68J^) were classified with only 
one possible den site and only one farm had none* 
This was a very conservative estimate based upon four 
years of observation and a personal chock at the time of 
rating and it does not take into account those necessarily 
over-looked because they could not be found. 
These farm yards are> located on 14*75 sections of the 
17-aeotlon area* This then provided an average of 5*3 farm 
yards per section with a minimum of 196 den sites on tho 14*75 
sections for an average of 13 permanent and semi-pormanent 
dens per oection* These dens were exclusive of S30 or 30 
provided by the town in the northeast comer of the area. 
Xt must bo understood, too, that the above calculation of 
permanent and seml-pormanent den sites did not include 
strawpiles, hay piles, tiles, hollow trees, hedges, junk 
piles and other field dens not directly related to tho farm 
yard proper* 
This large number of den sites would probably never be 
available to spotted skunks on the native prairie* Cultural 
practices have hoi little tendency to deplete prairie den 
sites and at Stockport drainage has made many more possible. 
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Besides field dens agriculture has provided a vast number 
of new den sites about buildinfrs and aocumulatlons character­
istic of Iowa farm yards. 
During the first five months of 1942 four sections were 
under intensive observation and quadrat trapping. Sixty 
different dens were used from one to five months during this 
period of the four-section area. Of this total only eiglit 
were not directly related to some phase of agricultural 
activity (Pigs. 36 and 37, Table II). 
Crop storage buildings such as granaries, barns and 
corncrlbs provided 31 dens or 51.46 percent of the dens 
used during this period and 106 den-months with an average 
active-use period of 3.4 months. Hollow troes and hollow 
logs provided six dens or 10 percent of those used during the 
period and had an average of 3.1 months use} and houses pro­
vided five dens or 8.3 percent. The average use was 3.6 
months. Open shallow wells with limestone rock curbings and 
ground dens provided 11 dens or 18 percent of the total. But 
the period of active use was leas than the other categories 
with an average for both typos of 2.5 months. These dens were 
largely used during late spring. Strawpilos and chicken houses 
provided three dens each or five percent with an average use of 
3.6 months. 
Thoso den and den sites distributed over the area seem 
to belong not to any one skimk or family of skunks, if such 
exists, but to the whole population. Exceptions should be 
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made for tiioae uaod by tlio mother for a brood choabor during 
the breedlnrj season. Tlie spotted sktmks move about fi»oni fanu 
yard to farra yard a-tl from don to don as suits their inclin­
ations. That several lay be using the same den ia well 
known to trappers. 
During the fall trapping season it ia not uncoinaon for 
a trapper to catoh from three to six or seven spotted akunka 
at one den. The exiatence of family ties may be a contribut­
ing factor although by tMs time family diaperaal ia probably 
completed. However, the use of a den during tho spring by 
a number of akunka can hai^ly bo attributed to such a cause. 
On April 23, 1U39 four males and one non-breeding female were 
trapped and killed by poison under a fam houae at Stockport. 
At various times during tho spring and aummer from tvto to 
three spotted akvmka have been seen in tho attio of the "Frog-
pond** schoolhouso (Fig. 20). While trapping in quadrats 
during five months of 1942 two or more skunlcs were retpjlarly 
cau,:;ht at tho same den. At one hollow post don in a field 
three males and one female were oaugl^it in a period of five 
nights during April. 
Den Characteristics 
All of the ground dena opened contained a neat of grass 
or hay and those in buildings were frequently built in hay 
or between hay bales (Figs. 38 and 39). The attic of the 
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Plg. 38. Inside View of Hog House* This 
Placo wag Used as a Den All Winter and 
Spring of 1942 
r: 
Fig* 39* Outsldo View of Hog House In 
Pig. 38 
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schoolhouse, however, had no nest material* The spotted 
skunks curled up In comers between the eaves and the plate 
or corners of the rafters supporting the celling. The nests 
In wood piles and under well platforms seldom had nest 
material but ttiese were generally warm weather dens when 
such material was less essential* 
Scats are commonly scattered along all the runways 
leading to and from the dens (Figs* 32 and 33)* The scat 
accumulations in «>rae dens often reach remarkable proportions* 
In attics and walls where dens had been long established 
they were from one to three inches deep* 
The "Road" Between 
One of the fundamental features of a good don site is 
its safe acceasibility* A bxiilding more than five or ten rods 
from a fence and surrounded by bare or closely grazed grovmd 
was seldom used by the spotted skunks* On the other hand 
those btilldlngs adjoining fences, wood piles, other buildings, 
or farm yard accumulations wore almost invariably inhabited, 
even in the face of stiff opposition on the part of a farm 
dog and farmer prejudice* 
One farm yard on the area had many dilapidated buildings, 
el^t or ten wood piles, several antiquated strawpiles, five 
or six junk oars and was shaded by many old hollow maple, 
walnut (Juglana nigra), and mulberry (Morus rubra) trees* 
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It v7ao managed by a widow and maintained a resident spotted 
skunk poptilatlon throuf^out the course of this study, although 
an aggressive collie dog and the woman pursued them at every 
opportunity and killed several every year. Contrasted with 
this was a carefully kept fam yard in wMch the machinery 
was always kept in sheds, weeds cut, and grass mowed about 
the place with a lawn mower# Tlils place never had n spotted 
skunk den in the course of the Investit^atlon. 
Direct observation of skunk activity and indiroct obser­
vation by following tracks gives the best evidence of "road" 
use by the spotted skunks# In the summer of 1939 skunks were 
using a wood pile Uaat could be easily approached by an auto­
mobile* Several nights were spent in watching two adult 
spotted skunks come out of this wood pile for their nightly 
forage (Fig* 40)• They quite noisily stiimblod over the loose 
blocks of firewood, paused at the edge of the pile, then 
oautlously crept through the short grass to the "safety" of 
a hay wagon where they stopped momentarily, sniffed the air 
and listened, before sneaking over to an old com cultiva­
tor and repeating the listening and sniffing before proceed­
ing* This went on until they were lost to view* At a slight 
movement in the car they would "freeze" in their tracks, 
elevate their tails prepared for defense and woiad hold that 
pose until satisfied of their safety* When they stopped if 
they were not definitely "marked down" it was virtually Ira-
possible to distinguish their forms in the dusk or moonlight. 
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Tracks In the snow in the vicinity of dens invariably 
led along I'ence lines, through brush piles, under form mach­
inery, skirted foundations of buildings and followed drainage 
lines* These "roads" of "in-between" or escape cover serve 
other puziioses besides safety for it is along fence rows, in 
the brush piles, and in the weed patches that food is to be 
found. Mice, insects and fruit are all abundant at various 
times In such places. The use of such "roads" may be often 
more accurately attributed to food hunting than a desire for 
safety. However, to compromise it ought to be said that such 
roads are essential about dens where pursuit by enemies is 
a daily consideration. 
Pig. 40. A Large Woodpile Used by Spotted 
Skunks for a Summer Den. 1939 
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Lethal Pressure and Den Usage 
Certain dens served admirably under all conditions as 
long as they were not discovered by unfriendly men or dogs. 
A den may have been Ideally located In the mldat of abundant 
food and protective cover# It might be warm and dry and 
perfectly safe from Intrusion, but If It was dally worked 
by a dog scratching, clawing, digging, and barking about Ita 
entrance It was quickly vacated* Likewise human activity 
about the opening such as plugging or smoking the don soon 
discouraged Its occupant who moved to other quarters. Such 
dens bear watching by the Investigator for In two to throe 
weeks they may again be occupied. The occupant might be 
another Individual, but the odor of previous occupancy seemed 
to mark a don Indefinitely for future passers-by. Probably 
one of the most useful management praotloes Is the discourage­
ment of dogs when they "tree" a skunk about farm yards. 
Physical Requirements of the Species 
A den site to bo habitable must provide In tho den and 
In Ita vicinity the physical noodo of the animal during some 
particular time. Many places serve as dens during the summer 
when severe changes in weather arc not expected and sleeping 
"outdoors" Is a practice Indulged In by moat anitnal life. 
A shock of oats, a few boards piled up, a largo tuft of grass, 
which a cottontail might use for a form, or a cool spot under 
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a baby chick coop served admirably as siimraer sleeping quarters 
(Pig. 41). During winter or early spring when ground dens 
were flooded, snow and ice and cold winds wore regular, 
exposure in tixis type of den vsould kill the animal. Then 
Pig. 41. A Pow Old Posts Thrown in a 
Ditch Provided a Den for Several 
Yo\ing Skunks. Pall, 1940 
the warm Interior of a barn, straw stack or a house v/ere 
much preferred. 
Of equal importance is the availability of foods. 
Spotted skunlcs oeera to have two general types of range 
behavior, that is, winter and svunnier. Winter range sooias 
to be determined by needs for food and shelter, and svmnner 
range la probably indeterjnlnato by reason of great abun­
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dance of food and wide dispersion of cover and den sites. 
During ivinter mice* ratsj, rabbits and com were the principal 
items of diet. These foods were to be found in abundance 
about faim yards on the area. These foods in conjunction 
with suitable sleeping quarters are of considerable impor­
tance to an animal that must eat regularly during all kinds 
of weather. The proximity of food probably was a deciding 
factor in the choice or rejection of building dens for 
winter habitation. 
When warm weather returns food probably ceasos to be 
a deciding factor in the use of dens for this skunk is an 
omnivorous animal with a decided preforonce for insect food. 
The prevalence of such food supplemented at times with a 
long list of other foods all over the area made possible 
the use of any prospective don site and likewise had no ten­
dency to limit the activity of the skxmk to any one vicinity 
or any one den. 
As data accumulated and was reviewed it become increas­
ingly apparent that the word "torrltoi»y" with its implications 
of defense and advertisement. In the sense used by Nice (1941) 
and others with regard to birds and other vertebrates, can 
hardly be applied to the habitat pattern of the spotted skunk 
for the elements of defense or advertisement never seemed to 
be factors. An expression "area of farallarlty" seems more 
descriptive of the spotted skunk's domain. Any particular 
part of the area of famllarlty serves the little skunk only 
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so long as It suits him. When It no longer provides tlic 
necessities of life to his satisfaction he moves on. He 
may move into another part of his previous area or he may 
extend his familarity to new and unexplored ground. The fact 
that other sktuiks move in on him or that he moves in on others 
probably makes no great difference to him. 
A place to sleep, reasonably secure from dogs, man and 
daylight; availability of any of a large number of foods--
animal or plant, and chances of a reasonably safe passageway 
between the two seem to be the basic factors regulating the 
limit of usefulness of any part of the area of familarity. 
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POPULATION 
Population Density 
During the course of this investigation of 39 months, 
238 individual spotted skxinks were known to have used the 
Stockport area* Assuming a complete change of population 
each year the known skunks on the area would allow for 79 
individuals per year or slightly nwre than 5.6 per square 
mile for the 14 square miles of the 17-section area on irtiich 
individual spotted skunks were handled* It is definitely 
known, however, that a complete change of population does 
not take place and that a certain portion of the population 
at any one time is made up of Juveniles or short yearlings 
and another portion of adults and aged animals* It must 
also be remembered that the nt&nber of skunks killed about the 
farms was never completely recorded and no account vdiatever 
was made of those dying natural deaths from disease or old 
age. 
The figures most indicative of population density are 
those representing the skunks cau^t on the central four 
sections the first five months of 1942. It would be mislead­
ing, if not erroneous, to consider more than three months of 
the five month period because during January only one section 
was trapped and duxring May trap success fell off so sharply 
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that many skunks on the area at the time were unquestionably 
not being caught. 
During February, March and April of 1942, 57 different 
spotted ^unks were imown to have used these four sections* 
Of a total of 30 caught during February, 12 were recaught 
during March and of 25 cau^t on the area during March five 
were recaught during April. Also of the 30 caught during 
February six were recaught in April (Table III). However, 
never more tlian two and one-fourth sections were ever trapped 
in any 30 day period so the numbers cau^t in any one month 
do not represent the population using the four sections but 
only slightly more than one-half of it (Fig# 22). This accounts 
for the fact that almost equal numbers were caught during each 
month but that a number of different individuals were caught 
as the particular one-fourth of the area being trapped was 
changed. To state the situation more completely, it appears 
from the data that rogardloss of isiilch part (two sections) of 
the area was trapped in any one month approximately 26 spotted 
skunks were cau^t. Dividing 26 by two results in 13 sktinks 
per square mile which is believed to be nearly correct for 
the Stockport area in the late winter and early spring of 1942. 
This, of course, is not intended to imply that 13 spotted 
skvmks were limited to each section but only that 13 spotted 
skunks used every square mile of those under observation. 
It is undoubtedly true as Burt, 1940, emphasized: 
In order to determine the population of unit 
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nj-eas for a given species, it la easontial first to 
select an area larger than the normal range of an 
individual of that species. 
Errlngton (1939) pointed out for similar investigations the 
value of areas "several times as large". As will bo explained 
later this four square mile area probably is not much larger 
than the unit range of tiie individuals except during certain 
seasons (notably winter) and for certain sox groups. 
The overlap of area being trapped undoubtedly accounts 
for some recatches each month. The overlap of ranges of 
Individual skunks from one soctlon to another accounts for 
some others. It must also bo noted (Fig. 22) that the four 
sections were completely trapped over only onco during the 
three-month period. 
Sex Ratio 
During the course of this investigation the sex of 176 
spotted skunks waa definitely determined. During 1940 sex 
records of 67 individuals caught in the traps were obtained 
with a sex ratio of 3.66tl (52 males, 15 females). That year 
trapping waa almost entirely dependent upon a commercial lure 
and it waa probably selective. During 1941 and 1942, 76 skunks 
were caught in the traps with a wide variety of baits and 
lures. They had a sex ratio of 1.81:1 (49 males, 27 females). 
Sex was deterrainod on 26 spotted slainks killed by farmers 
and others on the area during the four years of the investl-
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gatlon. Their ratio was 1.6:1 (16 males, 10 females). The 
sex of three complete litters of young were obtained with a 
ratio of 1.3:1 (9 males, 7 females). 
Disregarding the skunks cau^t during 1940 when almost 
four males vtere caught to one female, and the trapping was 
likely selective, the sex ratio of those killed, of those 
trapped in 1941-'42 and of the three litters was 1.68:1 (74 
males, 44 females). This is believed to bo nearly correct 
for the spotted sktinks on the Stockport area. 
A sex ratio of l«32tl (49 males, 37 females) was reported 
on 86 spotted skunks killed by trappors in Missouri by Bennitt 
and Nagel (1937). 
Ranges 
Tho detorralnation of individual ranges of spotted slmnks 
la attended with many difficulties. As i>revloualy stated the 
animal la nocturnal to such a degree that direct obsorvntion 
la a practical imposoibllity. Indirect observation by moans 
of trades and feeding sign is good only during tlireo or four 
days each winter. Dens of a particular type—excollont In­
dicators of activity of some maramala—are unknovm for this 
species. Poeding habits span such a wide range of vegetable 
and anlrsal matter tliat no consiatent pattern can bo followed. 
Finally tho range or area used by spotted slcunlca seems to 
vary greatly with tho season and tiie individual anti tliia lack 
of consistency In individuals provides no clues for identl-
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flcation of particular ranges. 
With these difficulties in mind the decision was made 
to attempt trapping and ear-tagging as a means of following 
individual activities. 'Ihis too had its attending difficulties 
Table IV 
Spotted Skunk Records Used 
In Sex Ratio Determination 
Males Females Total 
Trapped 1940 52 15 67* 
Trapped 1941-1942 49 27 76 
Mortality 1939-1942 16 10 26 
Litters 1940 (1) 4 0 4 
Litters 1941 (1) 1 4 5 
Litters 1942 (1) 4 3 7 
'^These were trapped by a selective method and are con­
sidered unsuitable for sex ratio computation. 
but they were largely overcome by the use of special equip­
ment and by the hiring of extra help to ntn the traps. How­
ever with our entering the war other complications arose. It 
became increasingly difficult to work about Iowa farms where 
everything was so rigidly regimented to the war effort. 
Labor became scarce and hard to hold. As a result the system­
atic trapping program was only well started when it was dis­
continued. 
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During the cotirae of this Investigation 161 spotted skunks 
were caught, tagged and released on the Stockport area. One 
hundred nine of them were caught and tagged on four sections 
of the area and it is from this group that range and territory-
data are largely gleaned. Of the 109, 14 were animals that 
had lost tags. However, since they were usually recaught 
in seasons other than the one in vrtiich thoy were first tagged 
and as ttieir sex was always known their behavior for any 
particular season servos as well as the others. 
Since only six or seven individuals were followed for 
longer than a three-month period the consideration of seasonal 
activity relating to ranges is handled in groups. The males 
and females had noticeably different activity patterns, at 
least during the spring season, and hence each sex is charted 
separately and considered separately in the discussion. 
Sixty-four individuals were caught only once on the area| 
four of these, however, were caught from one to three times 
off the area. Single catches may be duo to itinerants but 
some at least are due to cessation of trapping activities and 
some others probably learn to avoid the traps (Fig. 42). Only 
45 skunks were caught more than once on the four sections and 
hence provide a basis for outlining the individual ranges. 
Records of individuals caught off the central four sections 
are used in the discussion to suppl<»nent the data appearing 
on the charts whenever they are pertinent. 
On the maps with Imposed trap records straight lines serve 
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only to connect points of capture and are not Intended to 
Indicate routes of travel or territorial limits. Crooked 
lines between points designate routes of travel. 
During the course of tlils Investigation winter was con­
sidered to be December, January and February; spring—March, 
April and May; sxinsner—June, July and August; and fall—Sept­
ember, October and November. 
The ability to move about within an area Is dependent 
somewhat upon the physical abilities of the Individuals In­
volved. The rate of speed and the endurance of the Indi­
vidual are Important Influencing factors upon the distances 
traveled dui'lng any one 24-ho\ir period. 
The prairie spotted skunk moves quickly but Its rate of 
speed la easily exaggerated. The trapping and releasing of 
animals has provided excellent opportunity for observing their 
rate of travel. When thoroughly motivated to -do tholr best 
they can be followed at a brisk walk about four and one-half 
miles an hour. The commonly held notion that spotted skunks 
move faster than striped skunlcs is erroneous. Several of the 
striped skxmks released on the area botinded off so rapidly 
that following them one had to break from a walk to a trot 
which may have been as fast as seven or eight miles an hour* 
(See description of tracks for gaits employed.) The length 
of time such a rate of speed can bo maintained is probably 
not more than one-half hour. None were ever followed that 
long, for they invariably took refuge in a tree, brush pile. 
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buildlng or some othor safe place after ^ oing a few hundred 
yards. This of course Is mobility under pressure. When 
traveling "normally" such as on a feeding tr5.p at night they 
may move very little if food is abundant and easy to procure# 
If food is relatively hard to obtain they may be on the move 
all night. Table V presents the data on mobility in one 
night as observed during the investigation. This table does 
not present any of the day to day mobility as revealed by 
trapping, as trapping interrupts the activity of the animal. 
Figure 45 is an illustration of the route traveled by a 
spotted skunk one January night. 
Males in winter. 
Winter is a time of comparatively reotricted activity 
for spotted skunks. They have their dens in hay barns or 
similar buildings and find their food in the vicinity. As 
was brouglit out in the section on habitats they usually have 
two or more semi-permanent or permanent stopping places or 
nests in tlie vicinity of their central don and between these 
places they oat and sleep. 
ElS^it males wore followed closely during January and 
Pebi'uary of 1942 on tlie central four sections. Six of these 
wore known to be regularly xising barns for basic dons and in 
the vicinity of these barns they were regularly caught. 
During good weather they often made foraging excursions along 
fence lines and into the surrounding fields. 
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Snow tracking was never good during the winter of 1942 
but an illustration of an excursion one winter night by a 
spotted skunlc is presented in diagraianmtio fcm from the 
winter of 1940 {Flg« 43) and is described in the following 
account. The second woek in January 1940 a male skiuik corae 
out of a barn, went 40 rods across a pasture and into a 
cornstalk field. There it hunted over about four acres at^ 
then wont south into an uncut timothy-hay field and thoroxighly 
hunted over an area of about five acron. In the timotliy-hay 
field it caught one nieadow mouse (Microtus). Prom the tinothy 
it rocosaed the pasture txj a strawpilo-butt don, a few rods 
south of tho bam from whidi it started. At tho atrawpile 
den it was caught in one of the box traps. The tracks of the 
animal worn carefully followed all the way. It hunted entirely 
alone, caught only one mouse (the only feeding sign) and must 
have boon out most of tho niglat for it traveled 4,900 yards 
or ttlniost threo inilea going, liunting and rotuminn;. It nevor 
got farther than one-third m.Lle from its dona. 
During tho winter season only one or two records were 
over obtained of an animal travoling more than ono-half milo 
and those never exceeded three-fourths of a mile fran a central 
winter den. A alcunk^s activity was generally confined to an 
area of approximately 160 acres. 
It is obviously impractical horo to describe the caao 
histories of each alcunk, but as an example typical of the 
group the following account is ;j;iven (Pig. 44, Skunk P)s 
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Jan-. 19. Male slcunlc number A318 was cauglit beaido a 
shallow open rock wall well, 40 rods south 
of quadrat 39, section 24, in which tliero 
were three winter dens (Fig. 45). 
Fig. 45. Farm Yard, Quadrat 39, with 
Several Dons Used Regularly by Spotted 
Skunks, Winter 1942 
Caught in southwest comer 20 rods from the 
dons in quadrat 39ii 
Caught in northwest comor of quadrat 39 at 
a tile opening. On releasing it, it ran to 
a woodpile across tho road in quadrat 30, 20 
rods away. 
Caught beside a corncrlb don in the farm yard 
in quadrat 39. 
Cau(5ht along fence on oast aide of quadrat 
45, 80 rods southwest of dens in quadrat 
39. Trapping on those quadrats \7aathon 
discontinued until the third week in 
February. 
Caught on fence lino 100 rods southwost of 
dens in quadrat 39. 
Jan. 21. 
Jan. 24. 
Jan. 26. 
Jan. 31. 
Feb. 23. 
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Mar. 6« Caught again 120 rods wouthwest of dens in 
quadrat 39. 
The land over viiich this male foraged south and west of 
the den sites was approximately 50 percent cornstalks« 25 
percent pasture and 25 percent soy beans and clover stubble* 
Females in winter. 
Trapped females in winter presented the same or similar 
activity pattern demonstrated by trapped males. Six indivi­
duals were followed by repeated trappings during January and 
February of 1942. They made similar one night forays into 
the surrounding fields during good weather and were to be 
foiuid in the vicinity of a barn den (5 cases) or strawpile 
den (1 case) to which they returned for the day. I>uring wot 
or very cold weather they remained in their bams entirely. 
The only evidence of their presence was tracks found on 
patches of snow drifted through cracks in the barn and by 
scats or occasional musk. 
One case history will servo to illustrate the general 
characteristics of tiiem all (Fig. 46, Skunk 0)« 
Jan. 15, 1942. Female skunk number A314 was captured 
beside a thrashed clover pile in quadrat 39, 
section 24. When released she ran down a 
temporary ground den in a fence line (Fig. 45). 
Jan. 21. She was caught at the corncrib den in the same 
quadrat (Fig. 47) only eight rods north of the 
first place. 
Jan. 29. Caught at a tile opening at the northwest corner 
of the same quadrat, about 30 rods away. Trap-
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plns was then discontinued until the third 
week of Pebnaary. 
Peb» 21 Cau^t In the same quadrat as before but In 
the barn (Pig. 45). 
Feb. 26 Caugiht at the comer of the chicken house 15 
rods west of the bam. 
This skunk used the same combination of dens used by skunk 
number A518 described before but she was not cau^t much beyond 
the limits of that one lO-acre quadrat. 
\ 
Pig. 47. A Comcrlb Used by Spotted Slcunks 
January and Pebruax*y# 1942 
Skunks H, P, and B (Plg« 46) wore caught at various points 
in the field as much as 160 rods apart which compares more 
favorably with male records of this period, but as with males 
none of the females used more than 160 aoros during this season. 
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Males In aprlnp;» 
Data on spring activity of males was gathered on 18 
individuals using the four sections. Only 10 of these were 
sufficiently complete to warrant their use in describing 
activity at this season* 
Males at this time of the year traveled about the 
community# Distances of one-half mile to a mile wore regular­
ly traveled between points of capture and at least two of them 
were caught at points two miles apart during this time (Plg» 
48, Skunks P and M)« Since two miles was the extent of the 
area It is not known if they traveled farther. However, six 
individuals traveled about extensively within the bounds of 
the four-square-mile area and from these it is assumed that 
two to four sqxiare miles Is the probable extent of their "area 
of famllarlty." 
The reasons for the extension of ranges beyond that used 
during the winter wore not determined. The search for females 
In breeding condition was probably an Important factor. The 
availability of considerable insect food in the fields and 
the habitability of field dons made possible long excursions. 
Since the traps were not in every quadrat of the foxir 
sections at the time the skunks moved about so extensively 
only those were cau^t which traveled in tlie areas being 
trapped or into the areas into «ftiich the traps wore later 
moved. Consequently the extent of coverage of the area by 
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the skunks between the points of capture does not appear on 
the map# It Is believed that the males visited every barn 
yard and other spotted skiink habitat on the route between the 
points of capture* 
Those skxinks on the four sections whose records are of 
short duration were probably animals whose major activity 
centered beyond the bounds of the sections trapped* Most of 
the records concerning them are close to the boilers (Fig* 48, 
Skunks 3, T, R, B, Y, and W)* Almost all of the male skunks 
at one time or another during this season wore trapped close 
to the borders of the four sections and consequently It Is 
not known If they went beyond them and If so to what extent* 
Undoubtedly some of thorn did* 
A case history of one male will serve to Illustrate the 
type of activity characteristic of this period* 
Feb. 16, 1942* Male sktmk number A358 (Fig* 47, 
Skunk 0) was caught by a tree root don 
on a road bank In quadrat 41, soctlon 13* 
Its previous history was not Icnown. 
Caught In quadrat 44, section 24 a full mile 
south and west at a fence corner In an open 
field (Pig- 49). 
Caught In quadrat 22, section 23 three-
fourths mile north and west of the second 
place of capture and one mile southwest 
of the first place of capture* 
Caught In quadrat 19, section 24 about three-
fourths mile directly east of tho last above 
and almost one-half mile between tho first 
two points* 
Ca\ight In qviadrat 39, section 14 about a 
Mar* 9 
Mar* 18 
Mar* 20 
Mar* 26 
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inile northwest of the place caught on March 
20 but only 80 rods from the Befruary point 
of capture* 
Mar. 27 Cauglit In quadrat 64, section 14 along a road 
south of the first place about 00 rods* 
Fig* 4^4 Several Spotted Skunks Were Caught 
At This Fence Comer During March, 1942 
The traps soon afterwards wore moved from this torrltoiTr 
and ho was not caught again* The known area covered by this 
male amoxmted to a little over one and one-fourth square 
miles* 
Females In spring. 
Although only seven females were trapped frequently 
enough to use tholr records for this discussion their range® 
were sufficiently tmlform to Indicate the general activity 
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trend of the sex (Pig. 50). 
The extent of their travels la In marked contrast with 
that of the males at this time of year. While the males 
were moving all over the community the females changed their 
travel habits only a little or not at all. None of the cases 
demonstrated the use of area greater than one-fourth section. 
However, females seemed difficult to catch during this season 
and the paucity of data must he considered In evaluating their 
activities. 
One case history, however. Is complete for the period and 
Is given In detail here {Fig. 50, Skunk 0). This female used 
40 acres, quadrats 54, 55, 62, and 63 of section 13 at the 
northwest edge of the town almost exclusively. She was 
caught here In January and February but the area was not 
trapped during March. 
April 9 Oaught In quadrat 64 behind a chicken house. 
April 10 Caught In extreme southeast comer of quadrat 
46, 80 rods northwest of the chicken house 
at the end of a hedge. 
April 13 Caught 40 rods east of the latter place above. 
April 22 Caught at quadrat 63 beside a hog house. In a 
farm yard, imdor which she had a den. 
April 24 Caught at same place taken on April 10. 
Hay 10 Caught beside chicken house In a steel trap In 
the farm yard only two rods from her hog house 
den. The farmer accused her of chicken killing 
and she was killed. 
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Malea and femaloa in sumner. 
Very few data are available on svumner activity of either 
aex. One raale caught July 9 in an orchard, near a farm yard 
was recaught July 23 three-fourths mile south. Two large 
hay fields, a railroad right-of-way aivi a long hedge were 
between the two points* On July 27 he was caught at a farm 
yard slightly over one mile northeast of the second point and 
throe-fourths mile east of the first point* This animal in 
three weeks apparently covered about one square mile* 
Another male cavight within a few yards of the above animal 
on the same date (July 23) was recaught September 15 one and 
one-half mile southeast at a farm yard* 
Another male traveled one mile between Jtuie 6 and June 
16* From meager data available very little variation can be 
seen between spring and summer activity of this sex* 
Records of females for the period are also Inadaquate* 
Data were gathered on three* Each had a litter of young* 
None of them were known to leave the vicinity of the maternal 
den* 
Males and femaloa in fall* 
No systematic trapping was done in either summer or fall* 
Consequently the fall season, too, is poorly represented by 
mobility data* Ho female was caught more than once* 
Xnfoinnation concerning two males is available for this 
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perlod# One caxxght October 12 was followed one-fourth mile 
to a comcrib den when released and on December 6 it was 
caught at a well den one mile away from the corncrib and one 
and one-fourth mile from the point of first capture. 
Another male cau^t October 2 at a barn was rccnught the 
next night 300 yards southwest# On October 5 ho was caught 
one-third mile east of the bam at an abandoned building site 
(Fig* 31), and on October 19 he was caught in the woods about 
two-thirds of a mile from the bam towards tho southeast. He 
ran up a tree when released (Pig. 17). The knovm aroa used 
by this animal was leas tlian one-half section. 
Juveniles. 
Approximately 34 juveniles were handled during summer 
and fall months but only three of them were caught more than 
onoe or at sufficient intervals to estimate their movements* 
One male cau^t October 29 at a wood house in town was 
taken into the country one-third mile. On November 6 he was 
caught at a chicken house within 100 yards of the wood house* 
A female cau^^t October 1 in a steel trap lost one front foot 
and the toes of her other front foot. She was caught several 
times and her tracks were observed many other times in tho 
vicinity of two farm yards all within an area of 30 acres. 
She lived under a cob shed all of one winter. 
Another male caught August 18, 1941, was recaught March 
11, 1942, loss than 100 yards from the first place. No otlier 
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infoimation la available on the animal. 
Susceptibility to Transplantation 
Transplanting or moving spotted skunks has been attempted 
by farmers and others as a management practice. Removal of 
skunks from dwelling because they are a nuisance, or moving 
them to bams for rat control, is sometimes desired. Some 
data were gathered cpncemlng this type of management and its 
results. 
During March 1942, three male and three female spotted 
skunks wore caught in live traps outside of the study area 
and moved a minimum of two miles ar^ a maximum of three miles 
into the center of the four sections vinder intensive trapping. 
They were released in farm yards that no other spotted skunks 
were known to be using, although at one place whore a male and 
female were released a dog had killed a female six weeks earlier. 
Both places were regularly used by spotted skunks In other 
years and gonerally appeared to be excellent habitats. Both 
places were soon afterwards trapped by the quadrat system for 
at least three weeks. 
None of the males ever appeared in the traps at the point 
of release or within a mile of that point. Evidently they 
Immediately left the four-section area. One of the females 
also never was retaken, but two of the females v/ero caught 
again. These were released a day apart (March 12 and 13} each 
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with one of Uie above males in the same bam» One of tiae 
females was caught in a field six days after release within 
40 rods of the bam where she was turned loose. Three weeks 
later on April 9 she was caught again about 80 rods south of 
the bam but only 20 rods southwest of another barn on the 
same farm. She evidently had adjusted herself to the new 
location* The other female released at this place was caught 
April 13, exactly one month later, within 50 yards of the bam 
in which she was released. She ran into a pile of logs where 
she had a den in a hollow of one of the largest. Both animals 
were in excellent condition. One had gained an ounce and the 
other two ounces. However, they may have been pregnant. 
Frequently requests were made by farmers that spotted 
skunks be caught and removed, especially tdiere they v/ere In-
habltating a house. 'Ihls was done on several occasions to 
keep the goodwill of the farmers. In keeping with the plans 
of the investigation, to have a minimum amount of effect 
upon natural behavior, they were ordinarily released less 
than a mile away and If possible well within the animal*s 
probable area of familiarity. This, of course, did not solve 
the farmer's problem for the transported skunk either quickly 
found Its way back or others came in xmlesa the don entrances 
were carefully blocked. Intensive trapping was not practiced 
over long periods when most of the animals wore moved, so 
little opportunity was afforded for checking the return of 
trapped and transported individuals. 
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Ono male caught April 10 at a fom house on tlio area was 
moved one and one-half milos away to the southwest; on April 
13 it was caught again 80 i?ods northeast of the house from 
vtfiich it \7as first taken. This £3nl>nal lost no time in return­
ing nearly two miles to the vicinity of the former don. 
Another male trapped by a steel trap in a \rood shod in 
town was taken three-fourths mile av/ay on October 29• One 
leg was broken and bleeding* On November 6, one week later, 
it v/as rooaught within 100 yards of the wjod shod beside a 
hollow tile chicken house vhere it probably had a den. 
Several other onimals were moved in a like manner and 
were never rocaught. That fact, however, may have been due 
to a cessation of trapping and not to the transplanting. 
Considerable more data will need to be gathered on tliis 
type of behavior before either transplanting or removing can 
be recommended as a worthwhile managoment practice. 
Susceptibility to Domestication 
Animals with beneficial food habits, valuable hides, or 
some other attributes have been donosticated by man since the 
dawn of histoi^y. Tho doraeatication of fur-bearing animals 
for thoir product is a comparatively recent practice yet it 
has now reached tho stage where fur-farming of fox and mink 
is an inqportant branch of animal husbandry. While the 
spotted skunk may never become important as a domesticated 
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anlmal a few remarks aboxit Its susceptibility to domestication 
may not be out of place# 
v;hile investigating various phases of the general spotted 
skunk problem it has been expedient from time to timo to have 
one or more of the nnimsls in captivity. 
Late in tho fall, 1938, a wild adult female was caught 
uninjured and kept throxighout the winter and spring for obser­
vation of eating habits, food capacity, appearance of scats 
and study of disposition. Tltis animal was kept in a wire 
cloth cage of one-lialf inch mesh, two feet by threo feet, and 
with a small nest box In one end. Prom tho first day sho ate 
readily almost luiything edible put in tho cage. Tho appear-
anco of her scats was used as an indicator of her general well-
being and the food was varied when the scats appeared to vary 
frcin "normal". 
Sho was turned loose seven months later apparently none 
the worse for her experience. She never used her musk while 
In captivity. 
Tlhree litters of yotmg have been raised in captivity, one 
of tlxem from birth (See section on growth rate). They were 
easily raised on a diet of pigeon (Oolumba livla), commercial 
dogfood, com and miscellaneous fruits. 
They have cleanly habits, usually using a corner of the 
feed pen for defecation. They seemed loath to come out of a 
tight nest box during the day, if the feeding pen was in a 
brightly lighted place, and v/ould defecate in a corner of the 
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nest box If it was largo enough so thnt they are not forced 
to sleep on tiieir scats. 
Wild animals talcen Into captivity for tv70 or three days 
for observation Invariably ate food put before them as soon 
as they became hungry. They ordinarily made an effort to 
escape and would work tholr viay out of anything but the most 
carefully constructed oago» No attempts were nmde to breed 
thorn In captivity but It probably could be done successfully. 
The Individuals kept In captivity varied considerably 
In disposition. Some of tiio yoimg ones raised were quite 
gentle v^lle other young wore luifrlondly and oven vicious. 
They all resented handling and when full grown would not 
allow themselves to be touched. They showed little Incli­
nation to musk for they were not afraid but they were «iulck 
to bite and In an Impudent and threatening manner kept their 
caretaker at a safe distance. The young ones In captivity 
seemed to got along well together and had no flghta even 
when full grown. They played rugged wrestling games with one 
another, stamped their feet and threatened with their tails 
In a moat serious manner, but tholr threats woro not taken 
seriously. Many of tholr antics worn very similar to those 
of kittens of a llko age. 
Mortality 
Even thou^ the spotted ^unk has remarkable abilities 
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to take care of Itself when In difficult situations (See 
section on Defense and Offense) by habitually living about 
fanii yards in southeast Iowa it subjects itself to some 
severe decimating potentials, especially dogs and men. 
During the course of tills investigation of 39 months 
during which 24 months were spent in residence on the area, 
records were obtained on the deaths of 77 spotted skunks* 
Undoubtedly there were others for only such records were obtained 
during the time away from the area as farmers remembered with 
sufficient accuracy to report. Even when the investigator 
was on the area farmers would frequently forget or neglect 
to mention the killing of one of the skunks. 
Besides the accidental or deliberate killing by farmers, 
tmdoubtedly other sktinks died from natural causes in places 
that they were never found. Unlike most species of wildlife, 
however, a dead skunk usually leaves a memorial to itself for 
two or three months in the form of the rotting scent glands. 
By one's nose remains of the carcass may be located weeks or 
even months afterwards vdien it is under a building or in 
another protecting situation. 
Of the 77 spotted skunks known to have died on the area 
25 skunks or 32.47 percent were trapped for f\ir. Almost all 
of these were trapped by three boys in one family who were 
the only regular fur-trappers on the area. They seldom sot 
traps for tha anijnal but usually caught it in traps placed 
for mink and striped skiink. They did not feel well paid 
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for their troubles when twenty-five or thirty cents was the 
price of a prime spotted skunk pelt. 
Twenty-one skunks or 27.27 percent were killed by famers 
for suspected or proven predation on chickcns or because their 
odor was a nuisance about the buildings (Pig. 51). Twenty 
Pig. 51. A Chicken Killed by Spotted Skunk 
PebruaiTT 1942. Hote Mutilation of Head 
and Neck 
skunks or 25*98 percent were killed by dogs. It is impossible 
to adequately separate this group from the latter above for 
often man was an accessory to the dog-killing. He may have 
purposely exposed the spotted sktmk by moving boards or baled 
straw after the dog has "treed" the animal. By his help and 
approval of such activities some dogs constantly worked the 
premises in nearch of the spotted skunks. Together these 
two decimating methods account for 53.27 percent of the total 
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mortallty known on the area (Table VI). 
Three were killed by highway traffic on the area (Pig. 
52). Spotted skunks are frequently killed on highways In 
Iowa. Records were not kept of this typo of mortality except 
Table VI 
Classification of Mortality 
On Stockport Area 
Kumber Glass Percent 
25 Pur 32.47 
21 Rulaance 27.27 
20 Ooga 25.98 
3 Traffic 3.89 
3 Malloo 3.89 
2 Oata 2.59 
3 Unknown 3.89 
77 WjSS 
on one occasion when dead skunks seemed to bo especially 
ntunerous. On a round trip of 595 miles between Stockport 
and Sioux City, Iowa, during the last week of April, 1942, 
19 dead spotted skunks were seen on the road for an average 
of almost one every 26 miles. The route v/as retraced only 
100 milos. Five of the skunks were counted on an 11-milo 
stretch of pavement between Ames and Boono in the center of 
the state. 
Two skunks wore killed by cats, three were killed for no 
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good reason by man, and three died Trom unknown causes on the 
area. The last three were discovered by the "nose" method 
mentioned abovo sotnetlme aftor it was too late to dotect 
violonco other than broken bones. 
The two spotted skunks killed by cats were not seen by 
the VTriter for the farmer failed to report the incidents until 
Pig. 52. Juvenile Spotted Skunk Killed by 
Traffic August 10, 1939 on the Area 
three or four daya after they happened. The farmer's story 
is believed to be tme. It is as follows: He had five cats 
of the common kind found about Iowa farm yards. These cats 
wore regularly being polluted by spotted skunks that had a 
den in the hay stored in the cow bam. The fact that they 
often amelled of skunk indicated that they were fighting or 
molesting the Stinks regularly. The first week in April, 
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1942 two of these cats dragged a freshly killed and highly 
smelling skvink In behind the cows and began to eat It while 
the fanner milked In the evening. He promptly removod them 
from the bam. The three other cats Joined the first two and 
they ate the spotted skunk vidTille the farmer looked on. The 
next night the Incident was repeated with another spotted 
skxmk In aLnost the same manner* 
Although great homed owls were resident on the area 
throu^out the course of this Investigation no evidence of 
skunk predatlon was ever seen In their pellets* Errlngton 
(1940 and In oonvorsatlon) expressed the opinion that skunks 
were quite common In the diet of this owl In proportion to 
their popxilatlon densities* 
An attempt to catalogue farmer attitude toward the spotted 
skunk on the area was made during May of 1942. Seventy-seven 
farmers were seen* Of this number 85 percent had had these 
little skvinka about their buildings In the past year and knew 
thoy were there* The other 15 percent did not know of any on 
their places or were not sure* 
Thirty-four percent said they had trouble of one kind or 
another with them* The trouble consisted largely of predatlon 
on chickens or egg eating, and as a nuisance, suoli as living 
about houses and stinking up the premises. Slxty-slx percent 
had no trouble or did not know about It* 
Twenty-one percent attempted to manage the spotted sktuiks 
about their farms by trapping, poisoning, or blocking them out 
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of their dons, such as plugging holes in foxindations or 
placing moth balls in the entrances. This figure represents 
about two-thircls of those that had trouble with spotted 
slcunlcs. As an indication of farmer attitude towards the 
spotted skunks 19 percent of the 77 farmers wore definitely 
against having thorn on tlie premises and practiced their 
destruction at every opportunity# These 19 percent were 
largely responsible for 50 percent of tlie mortality as listed 
under dogs and men# Twenty-elglit percent of the famners wore 
glad to havo them and tended to encovirage them whenever 
possible. Fifty percent of the fanners were indifferent or 
apathetic towards them* 
Mortality on the Stockport area was greatest during the 
winter months (32«66^) and least during the summer months 
(15*62^) • Pall trapping probably contributes to a ratlier 
high mortality rate during that season (28«40^)« However, 
these data are hardly adequate to bo significant and are 
only presented to suggest general trends (Pig. 53)# 
WINTER "SUMMER FALL 
Fig* 53. Percent of Total Uortality on the Stockport 
Area by Seasons 
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LIF3 HISTORY 
Orowth and DevolopTnent of Spotted Slninks 
During thia inveatlgntlon Juvenile spotted skunks were 
handled each stunmer and fall# Most of them were cau-^t in 
box traps after thoy began to forage for food, but a few 
were handled before or soon after thoir cyea opened. One 
litter of spotted skunks was raised each suinnor. Tho exact 
ages of these oktinks were not known, largely because the ago 
at which thoir eyes opened had not been determined, nor wore 
there any measurements of known ages available for comparison. 
When a pregnant female was caught late in May, 1942, it 
was decided to keep her and attempt to raise a litter in 
captivity. A tight nost box and feeding cago was constructed 
(Pig. 54) and located in a shady quiet place. Tho feeding 
cage had a large opening in tho top to facilitate cleaning and 
feeding and was built top and bottORi with one-half inch mesh 
wire cloth. The nest box had a hinge on its lid so that 
it could be opened wide when necessary. At tho entrance to 
• 
tho nest box a runway 15 Inches long was constructed within 
the box itself. The femnle retreated into thia narrow pass­
ageway when the nest box lid was opened. With this passage­
way the young could be handled without undue excitement of 
the mother for she could not see what v/as going on. In the 
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minway aho felt quite aocurc. The nest box and feeding cage 
wore hinged in such a manner that by withdrawing the hinge 
pin they came apart. This feature made thorough cleaning of 
Fig. 54. Brood Oage Uacd for Litter of 
Spotted Skunks Born and Raised 
In Captivity 
both compartments easy* Nest materials of dry grass and 
straw wero plaocd in the neat box* 
The fomalo was caught, ear-tagged and weighed (1 lb. 
5 oz.) on May 26. She was fed one egg daily, which she opened 
herself, and a bird such as a starling, grackle or barn 
pigeon. She became noticeably restless on June 4 and spent 
considorable time during the day in the open feeding compart­
ment. The weather was hot June 4, 5, and 6 and she sprav/lod 
out on the wire cloth floor of the feed pon when not moving 
around. 
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On June 7 at 8:30 a* m. a squeaking noise was hoard in 
the nest box. The nest box was opened and one new bom female 
was found crawling in a corner of the nost box as though un­
attended. She was removed for preservation (Pig. 55). This 
baby evidently had been carried about by the scruff of tho 
neck which was quite irritated nnd swollen. The mother was 
not fed that day. 
The next day squeaking of young was distinctly heard at 
9 a. m. The nost box was not molested. Throe tablespoons 
full of boned pigeon broaot cut in small pieces was given the 
mother. She ate it before 10:30 a. m. Small plecos of moat 
were given so that sJie could not easily drag uneaten portions 
into her nost. 
On Juno 10 (young three days old) tho nost box was opened 
and one corner cleaned of scats. Six live young wero counted. 
The female persisted in dofecatlng in one cornnr of hor nost 
box 30 it was oponod every othor day tho first two wooks nnd 
cleaned. Aftor each cleaning cottonseed hulls woro placed 
on the floor to a depth of one inch. (Cottonseed hulls woro 
used in baby chicken brooder houses at Stockport for bedding.) 
Tho young spotted skunks were not touched until they woro 
two weeks old except on tho seventh day when another was taken 
for preservation (Fig. 56). 
Prom the vory first day the yoiuig made a squeaking bird-
like noise whenever the pen was aporoached. This was probably 
their protest when the mother got up to investigate the noise. 
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Plg. 55» Newly Bom Spotted Skunk Femalo, 
June 7, 1942. Actual Slzo* 
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56* Spotted Skunk Male Seven Days Old, 
Actual Size* Note the Wrinkled Skin 
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When they wore four days old a sudden thunder shower cone 
up in midday. Before the rain one baby was seen crawling 
out in tho feed pen. Thunder, lightning and \?ind had 
apparently upset family life. It squirmed along on its 
belly with its feet spread out like a lizard, swinging its 
head from side to side as though daunting for its mother. All 
the while it was uttering its distress squeal. While watching 
it tho mother came out, picked it up by tho scruff of the neck 
and took it back to tho nest. Tho cage was then covorod with 
sacks to deaden the noise and keep it dry. 
Very few obsorvationo of activity were made of those 
animals largely because of the danger of excitement. Their 
pen and nost were kept cleEin. The female was given fresh 
clean water doily and all the pigeon, starling, and gracklo 
she would eat as well as on egg throe times a week. Mo 
visitors wore allowed about tho cage until tho young wero one 
month old. 
Dcvolopmont stages are described as follows: 
New Bom. (Pig* SS). 
Measurementst (female) 
Hind foot! 9 mm. 
Tall: 2.2 cm. 
Total length: 10 cm. 
Weight: 9.5 grams (alcohol specimen) 
Hair: Very fine, body appears nearly naked, white and black 
markings very distinct 
Skin: Smooth 
Claws: Well developed 
Eyes: Closed 
Ears: Closed, small and flat against head 
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Teoth: None 
Voice: Distinct squealing 
Muscle coordination: Able to crawl about foebly in nest 
Seven days old* (Pig. 56) 
MeasureToents: (male) 
Hind foot: 1,3 cm* 
Tall: 3*5 citi* 
Total length: 12«1 cm. 
Weight: 22,5 grams (alcohol specimen) 
Hair: 2 mm* long, too thin for much protection, white 
and black markings distinct 
Skin: Very wrinkled all over body 
Claws: (and foot) Well developed and useful 
Eyes: Closed 
Ears: Small and closed 
Teoth: None 
Voice: Considerable squealing 
Muscle coordination: Thoy were able to crawl out of nest 
by sliding along on their bellies• 
Fourteen days old* (Pig* 57) 
Measurements: (female) 
Hind foot! 1*1 cm* 
Tail: 4*6 cm* 
Total length: 16*4 cm* 
V/eight: 45*5 grams (alcohol specimen) 
Hair: Still too thin, to provide warmth 
Skin: Very wrinkled but not so much as at seven days 
Byes: Closed 
Teethi None 
Muscle coordination: No apparent change 
'l%yonty-ono days old* (Pig* 58) 
Measurements: (male) 
Hind foot: 2*1 cm* 
Tall: 5* cm* 
Total length: 18* cm. 
Weights 73*5 grams (alcohol specimen) 
Hair: Completely covers body, dense and v/arm, hairs one 
cm* long, color pattern as adult 
Skin: Smoo th 
General condition: Fat 
Eyes: Closed 
Teeth: None 
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57. Spotted Skunk Female 14 Days Old, 
Actual Size* Skin Vary Wrlnlclnd. 
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i 
Fig. 58* Spotted Skunk Male 21 Days Old, 
Aotual Size. Skin la No Longer Wrlnlcled. 
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Muaclo coordination; Good, they crawled about extensivoly 
in neat box with weif^ht resting on their bellies* 
Vilien thoy vmndered out into the feeding pon they 
seemed deperfdent upon the mother to return them 
bo the ncnt. 
Twenty-four daya old# 
Thoy elevated their tails in a warning fashion if fright­
ened when held in She hand. 
Twonty-eif^it days old» (Pig. 59) 
Fig. 59. Spotted Skunka 28 Daya Old 
Meauuromentai Total length Hind foot Woigjit 
Malo-1024 22.9 cm. 2.5 cm. 127 grams 
Male-1015 21.6 cm. 2.5 cm. 117 grams 
Pemale-1140 22.9 cm. 2.5 cm. 116.5 grams 
They were sleek and fat. They squimed in one*a hand 
and usually uttered the diatress call, especially if exposed 
to the breeze. 
Thirty days old. 
Male 1024 had one eye open. They had no teeth yet but 
the teeth could bo seen through the gums. 
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Thlrty-two days old« (Fig. 60) 
Meaaurements: Total lengtli Hind foot Tail 7/eif,ht 
Mal0-lO24 23.0 cm. 2.7 era. 7.0 cin. 141 grams 
Male-1015 23.5 cm. 2.7 cm. 7.0 cn'u 130 grams 
Pemale-1140 23.2 cm. 2.7 cm. 7.7 cm. 128 grams 
All eyes were open today. One eye of 1015 and one of 
1140 were closed yesterday. They readily threw up their tails 
if alarmed and moved about freely. They even came out in the 
Fig. 60. Spotted Skunks 32 Days Old, 
Just Beginning to Walk 
feed pen and found their way back alone. They still slid on 
their bellies with their feet wide apart. Apparently thoy 
did not have enough strength to sustain their waight on their 
feet# 
After the little skunk's eyes opened, total-lon/^th meaaure­
ments were taken by holding the animal by the tip of the tail 
on a smooth surface. They then flattened out and stretched 
themselves to their greatest length which was noted oa a grid 
(Pig. 61). All weights after this period were taken 24 hours 
Fig* 61* Holding tho Spotted Skunk by tho 
Tall on a Smooth Surface to Obtain tho 
Total-length Measuroraont 
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after the last feeding. 
Thirty-five days old• 
Upper canine teeth were coming throu.rTja. 
Thirty-six days old. 
Heasurcnents: Total length Hind foot Tail Weight 
Male-1024 25.4 cm. 3.2 cm. 9.5 cm. 154 grama 
Male-1015 25.4 cm. 3.3 cm. 9 .5  om. 153 grams 
Female-1140 25.3 cm. 3.2 cm. 9.5 cm. 156 grams 
The lower and upper teeth covild bo felt oven though the 
lower teeth were hardly visible. They stood on their feot 
and walked although tholr feet v/ere set wide apart. Thoy 
slopt sprawled out and would sleep in one's hand while being 
stroked. When alamed they flixffod out the hairs on their tails 
and elevated them over their backs. Tfiey stanpcd their feet 
when alamed and excited. The female did this more than the 
others. They still seemed unable to musk. They woro not 
in teres tod In any kind of food. Thoy woro very sensitive to 
light ai\d sought dark corners. 
Thirty-aevcn days old. 
The little spotted skunks played n^nong thorns elves, sta^nped 
their feet and crawled on and under each other ntJ thout^h to 
upset each otlier. ITiey bit and chewed at ono anotlier witli 
lusty vigor, lying on their sides or on their backs. Tlicy 
gave voice to a soft whimper occasionally and chowad at any 
part of a brother or sister that presented itself. Thoy had 
much more energy tiian tliey seemed to havo had a day before 
Tlioy stood on all four foet more securcly and were Piuch more 
vigorous tiian thoy were two days ago. Then they crav/led 
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about on tholr bolliea almost entirely. 
T\s"o of them chewed at a pigeon heart a few Tnimitcs but 
they had insufficient teeth to tear the neat apart. After 
playinff swiong thensolveo for aboxit ono-half hour they wont 
to sleep. One lay on ita side in a antni-circle, another 
acroso the first with ita head cocked up in an uncojufortable 
appearing angle and the third lay off by itself with ita head 
on ita forepaws. 
Thirty-eiglit daya old. 
When put out on the lawn they wanderr>d about lUrn little 
kittona. They wore probably in thfs early exploring atagc. 
Thirty-nine da?ra old. (Pigs. 6iJ, 63, 64, 65) 
Pig. 62. Mai*? 1015 in a Pig* 33» Spotted Skunlca 
Threatening Poao 39 Days Old 
The little female did a "hand-stand" today. They played 
roughly together. Their teeth were very sharp. 
Forty-two days old. (Six weeks) 
They ate some solid food today. Thoy got thoroughly v/et 
in a rain last night, but thoy were dry at noon. 
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Measurements: Total length Hind foot Tall 
Male-1024 27.9 cm# 3.5 cm. 8.9 cm. 
Male-1015 27.9 cm. 3.5 era. 8.9 cm. 
i?emale-1140 27.4 cm. 3.5 cm. 9.6 cm. 
Forty-four days old. 
The musk glands were removed from male 1024 today. 
Porty-sljc days old. 
Male 1015 rausked when handled. They were probably vm-
able to musk before this time. 
Moaaurementa: Total length Hind foot Tall Weight 
Malo-1024 28.6 cm. 3.8 cm. 9.5 cm. 177 grams 
Hale-1015 27.9 cm. 3.7 cm. 9.8 cm. 170 grams 
Female-1140 28*5 cm. 3.8 cm. 10.2 cm. 182 grams 
Male 1024 was fully recovered from the operation. 
Porty-elght days old. 
Male 1015 and female 1140 had their acont glands removed. 
All the young ate regularly with the mother. Fresh moat and 
sweet com In the milk wore eaton readily. 
Fifty-four days old. 
Measurements: Total length Hind foot Tall Weight 
Male-1024 32«7 cm. 4.3 cm. 11.4 cm. 266 grams 
Male-1015 31.1 cm. 4.2 cm. 12*2 cm. 262 grains 
Female-1140 30.5 cm. 4.0 cm. 11.8 cm. 262 grams 
They appeared to bo one-half grown. They seemod to be 
entirely weaned although this was not definitely determined. 
The mother got along very well with them. They all slept 
together. Another nest box and largo exercise pen v/as 
provided. 
Fifty-nine days old. (Figs. 66 and 67) 
The mother weighed one pound and three ounces. 
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Measurementss Total length Hind foot Tail Weight 
Male-1024 3i3*5 cm* 4*3 cm. 12.9 cm. 309 grams 
Male>1015 35.1 cm. 4.3 cm. 12.1 cm. 289 grams 
Female-1140 36.5 cm. 4.3 cm. 12.3 cm. 287 grams 
Tliey all objected to being picked up although thoy wore 
otherwise quite tamo. If they were picked up tJioy bit. 
Figs. 64 and 65. Typical Sleeping Poses 
At 39 Days of Age 
Figs. 66 and 67. Fifty-nine Day Old Slcunlcs 
in Defensive Positions 
Sixty-four days old. 
The second nest box was used by the mother and young 
alike. They slept together. 
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Slxty-elftht days old» 
Measurements: Total length Hind foot Tail Weight 
Male-1024 39.5 cm. 4»5 cm. 16.5 cm. 339 grams 
Male-1015 39.5 cm. 4. 5  cm. 14.6 cm. 360 grams 
Female-1140 39*5 cm. 4.5 cm. 16.5 cm. 339 grams 
El^ty-two days old. 
Measurements: Total length Hind foot Tall Weight 
Halo-1024 42.0 cm. 5.1 cm. 17.8 cm. 431 grams 
Male-1015 41.5 c^i. 5.3 cm. 17*2 cm. 338 grams 
Femalo-1140 41.5 cm. 4.7 cm. 17.2 cm. 303 grams 
The mother was hardly distinguishable from the young. 
Observers unacquainted with the family had to bo told which 
was wrtiich. They were fed sweet corn, tomatoes, moat and 
commercial dogfood. Tho males were showing the coarsor 
features characteristic of that sex. Tho female was the 
smallest of the lot. 
One hundred four days old. 
Measurements: Total length Hind foot Tail Weight 
Uale-1024 48.3 cm. 5.2 cm. 21.0 cm. 632 groms 
Malo-1015 45.8 cm. 5.2 cm. 21.0 cm. 549 grams 
Femald'-1140 46.4 cm. 4.7 cm. 20.0 cm. 449 grams 
The female 1140 weighed approximately one poind, male 
1024 weighed one povind and six ounces and the male 1015 
weighed one pound and three ounces. These animals wore at 
this time as large as, or larger than, many adult individuals 
in late winter and spring. 
Evidently the spotted skunk may attain full size in slightly 
more than three months time. The growth rate in this experi­
ment is believed to be nearly maximum for the species. For 
the rapidly dwindling litter, at first, the mother had an abun­
dant supply of milk and after they began to eat solid food 
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they were supplied daily with all they cared to eat. 
Seasonal Weights 
Prom January 1940 to June 1942 weights wero obtained on 
151 adult spotted skunks as they were taken from box traps. 
Of this total 103 were males and 48 wero females. Juveniles 
and sub-adulta distinguishable beforo January 1 of each year 
wero excluded. Small animals handled after January 1 were 
arbitrarily classed with the adults. Unquestionably sizes 
and weights of individual adult spotted slcunks vary as in 
other species. The elimination of small animals after January 
1 as immature is almost impossible and if attempted wotild 
probably have a tendency to make winter weights average 
greater than they are. However, this is not entirely satis­
factory for doubtless many sub-adults do enter into the 
computation of winter weights and may tend to depress the 
winter average. 
The average weights of the spring, summer and fall classes 
are thought to be freer from possible error and hence more 
representative of adult woig^tts for those periods. During the 
summer and fall periods Juveniles of the yoar arc easily 
separated from adults and by spring time yearlings of small 
size in the winter have had ample time to mature in size and 
weight. 
There is an appreciable difference in the weights of 
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adult Rialc3 and fonmlen and they arc treated aoperatoly. 
The wGigJita were classified into monthly periods and tho 
avorago of the mean monthly weights for each season determined 
In this manner months with many individual weights were pre­
vented from having an undue influence on the seasonal 
averages. 
Adult male woip;hts. 
The weights of male spotted skunks range from one pound 
seven ouices for June, July and August to one pound ton ounces 
for March, April and Hay. Tho fall avorago was ono pound 
eight ounces and the winter avorago was one pound nine ounces 
(Table VII). 
It is believed that the seasonal averages do not repre­
sent enough samples to warrant an unqualified statement that 
average weights vary seasonally as those fotir figures indicate 
Variations may be duo to chanco alone. However, the figures 
do indicate a trend toward lighter weights during the warmer 
seasons of summer and fall and heavier weights during tho 
coolor seasons of winter and spring. 
It is the writer's opinion, based upon exporionco and 
observation, that adult spotted skunks weigh most during the 
winter months. The figures on winter weights, as stated 
before, may be subject to considerable error due to the 
impossibility of separating immature from mature animals. 
The largest male ever handled weighed two pounds 12 
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otinces In March. Tho average weight of all males handled waa 
one pound nine and one-half ounces. 
Adult female weights. 
Female woights were remarkably uniform for tho four seasons. 
They averaged one pound one ounce for the vdntor, spring and 
sximiner seasons and one pound throe ounces for tho fall season 
(Table VIII). Here the uniformity in seasonal averages may 
be due to chance alone because of the limited number of 
samples a])rcad over 12 months (48). It is significant, hovf-
ever, that tlio six females caught in April averaged one pound 
three ounces. This average may bo safoly attributed to 
pregnancy among them. The high fall average is unduly influ­
enced by the one and only individual caught during September 
weighing one pound six ounces. If she wore to be excluded tho 
average of tlie other eight feranloa wei^^hod during tliis season 
would bo one pound one and one-half ounces which compar'os 
favorably with the other seasonal averngos. 
Juvonilo weights. 
Weights on Juvenile males and females were taken when 
possible. On tho basis of a litter of young born and raised 
in captivity new-born young woigti approximately 10 grama and 
may attain adult si^o and weight (approximately one poxxnd 
nine ounces) by tho first half of October. A series of six 
males averaged five oxmces the last half of July and a aeries 
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of seven males averaged 11 oiinces the last hair of August 
(Table IX). 
Defense and Offense 
The spotted skunk is reraarkedly well equipped for self 
defense* The liquid niusk common to all mustolids is a potent 
weapon of defense with this species. It is secreted by tv;o 
glands located on either aide of tlio tall and lo stored for 
use in vesicles with a capacity of about ono tablespoon each 
(Blackraan 1911). The active ingredient of the musk is a sul­
phide called mercaptan. The fluid is discharged throu,c!;h 
nipples hidden within the aius when the tail is down but 
which are protinided when the tall is raised over the back. 
The use of the musk is a last resort In defense. 
The skunks handled in the traps usually gave several 
definite warning signals before using their stink. Stamping 
or patting the front feet in rapid sucoosslon on tho floor 
or ground can plainly bo heard for several foot. But this 
warning may bo of two kinds* First, it may bo an indication 
of anger, the threat carricd out by biting and snarling 
ospoclally when directed toward ono of their ov/n species; 
second, it may Indicate fright which Is nlv.-ays acconpanied 
by raising the tail and discharging the musk unless tho bluff 
is effective and the skunk begins to feel secure. 
Another common warning of anger and fear is tho use of 
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the "hand-stand" (Johnson, 1921 and others). The v/riter has 
seen spotted slcunks walk several yards on their front feet 
with their tails high in the air. They freiuentlj do not 
discharj^e scent when performing this antic but will if too 
closely pressed. The author has seen the "hand-stand" per­
formed when a slftmk was too closely pursued by inquisitive 
pigs after being released from a trap. In this instance 
ono pig came too closo and received a small discharge of the 
musk on his face. At times the "hand-stand" is used as a 
playful gesture (Walker, 1930). The writer has seen half-
grovm spotted skunks do it when playing among themselves. 
Although it is generally believed that this skunk cannot 
discharge its odor with the tall down the notion is only 
partially true. IVhen securely preaeed into the tagging chute 
thoy are unable to lift the tail above their backs but by 
swinging it oidowaya thoy expooe the anal sphincter. iVhen 
thoroughly frightened the animal muaka even if the offensive 
t 
fluid is diocharged all over tho tail. Normally the tail is 
lifted bo clear tho "lino of fire" and as a warning as much 
as a method of preparation. 
On a still day the musk can bo discharged five or six 
feet with deadly accuracy. On a windy day one can fool the 
apray on tho face aa far aa tv/o or three rods if he is un­
fortunate onough to be standing downwind. 
The anal fluid when seen macroscopically appears much 
nice skim milk with somo curds of creavii mlxod v;lth it. The 
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basic color varies from white through lij^ht yellow to greenish 
yellow but almost always the white curds appear. 
The climbing of trees or fence posts is a preferred 
method of defense against dogs and man. While they do not 
appear as adept in the trees as squirrels yet they climb 
rapidly and will stay secure in a high crotch all day if 
danger below continues to threaten (Pig. 16). 
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MANAOE?^ENT OF SPOTTED SKUNKS 
Management of spotted skunks v/lthln the Stockport area 
embraces two opposing aspects, namely encouragement and dis­
couragement. As with many other wildlife species the decision 
to do one or the other often rests upon a very delicate balance. 
No particular attempts at management were made durimj 
the course of tJiis investigation. However, for many farmers 
on the area, management of the spotted sktink was often a very 
« 
pressing problem. Almost all farmers practiced one fom or 
another at various times whether consciously or otherwise. 
After four years of study of the food habits, life 
history and ecology of the species only a few questions can 
bo answered with certainty. The decision whether to encourage 
or discourago the animal must still be determined by consider­
ing individual circumstances and particular situations. This 
la a most important fact. Many farmers unequivocally classify 
such animals as the spotted skunk as "veroiln" on the basis of 
a violated hen roost sometime several years before and kill 
the spotted skunks on circumstantial evidence or for no satis­
factory reason. 
It was shown in the food habits investigation (Crabb, 
1941a) that the bulk of food consumed by these skunks was to 
the farmer*s benefit or at least not detrimental to his interests. 
On a basis of 834 analyzed scats from every season less than 1.5 
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percent wore foxind to contain poultry romaino, but almoat all 
of tho chicken caton *.7as carrion. During v/intor and aprins 
months rats and mice remains appeared In 40 percont of tho 
scats. During suinrnor and fall food connumod was largely insects 
and fruits of no particxilar economic Importance one way or an­
other. Bven though rats and mice were left unmolested during 
the warmer seasons these slcunks ought t^o bo spared as possible 
potential allies of the farmer in rodent contr^jl# 
As was pointed out in the section on habitat the choice 
of a house or other establishment for a den is often dependent 
upon tho prosonce of certain foods and often tho skunk la 
feeding on resident rats and mice—a good work--'^hllo he la 
otherwise unwelcome. It was observed a number of times in tho 
winter and aprlng of 1939, when a heavy population of rats was 
concnon all over southom Iowa, that the only buildings accuss-
Iblo to rata and not overrun by tliem v:ovc thoso used as dens 
by spotted skunks. In similar circumstanceo good oats anil dogs 
seemed to have no effect upon the rats and mice. It must be 
remarked, liowevor, that buildings sometimes within 30 yards of 
a den building would at the same time bo overrun with the rodents. 
It Is becoming incroaslngly apparent from the v/ork of 
Errlngton, Hamerstrom and Hamorstrom (1940) and Errlngton (1942) 
and others studying the Intricate relationships existing betv/een 
predator and prey populations that predators seldom have the 
controlling or depressing effoct upon prey populations that has 
been so freely credited to them by many investigators. The 
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The whole problem of rodent control about Iowa farms by-
spotted skunks needs careful investigation from this point of 
view. 
Many farmers favor the spotted skunks about their fams. 
They encourage them by restraining the dog from their pursuit, 
by permitting atrawpilea used for dens to stfind and rot dovm, 
by releasing them when they are caught in traps cot for rots, 
by refraining from trapping them for fur ^hen they are of 
littlo value and by letting the slcunk go on his way unmolested 
when they chancc to meet. As was pointed out in tho section 
on mortality approximately 50 percent of tho total nujnber 
killed on the area was killed by farm dogs and farmers with 
adverse attitudes. It seems then, that the moat profitable 
results In "encouragement" management might come from a 
thorough educational campaign based upon ^ rhat is known of the 
animal's daily life. 
Management of the "diacouragoment" type under some circum­
stances undoubtedly is necessary. They frequently make dens in 
housesy wolla and among stored feed v/hero their prosenco is not 
conducive to human well-being if not actually detrimental to 
human health. 
Certain individuals, like individuals of many other species, 
even the domestic dog, cat or hog, may learn to kill and oat 
chickens and in these cases about tho only way to break the 
habit is to destroy tlie offender. Chicken, when once its 
acquaintance is made is well liked by this species as v;oll as 
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many others. 
i^on spotted skxmks mist be removed fron buildings they 
may be easily trapped in box traps '^nd if kept in a dark box 
may be moved any distance without fear of offensive odor. 
They may be killed, but most important is the removal of tho 
temptation to return. As v/as stated in tho sections on trans­
planting and habitats unlesss the habitat is altered tho same 
skunks or other skunlcs soon come to occupy the dens. The 
holes must be destroyed or blocked and tempting food must be 
removed or placed beyond roach if spotted skunks are to be 
kept away. 
In sxintuarizing managoment ideas it can bo said that many 
of the same principles that apply to good fanning apply to 
good spotted slmnk management. Eggs shovild bo gathered 
regularly; dead chickens sliould bo burled; farm yards should 
be kept reasonably clean; and houses, chicken houses and other 
buildin^;a should be constructed to discourage tiieir use by 
harmful rodents. Those things aro conducive to tho v/oll-being 
of both tho livestock and the farmer. 
In tho light of present Imov/ledge tho spotted slnmk should 
bo condemned only on direct evidence. It should be encouraged 
about tliose buildings v/ere rats and mico are prevalent and 
a little odor occasionally is not objoctlonp.blo. Many good 
farming practiooa are the boot Insurance against tinfortunato 
experiences with this species. 
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SUMMARY 
(1) The prairio spotted slcunk (Sgllogalo Interirupta 
Rafinesque) was studied individually and as a population on 
17.5-soction area in southeast Iowa. 
(2) The period of investigation covered 39 months from 
March 1939 to June 1942 in which 24 months were spent in 
residence on the area* 
(3) The area is comprised of approximately 7.5 sections 
of \700dland pasture and 10 sections of flat intensively 
cultivated agricultural land. 
(4) There are approximately 70 farmers and sites of farm 
buildings on the area. The farms average 145 acres. 
(5) Techniques employed in the field are described. 
They deal largely with a system of trap'^ing and ear-tagging 
the spotted sloink. 
(6) Signs such as tracks, scats, dons and evidence of 
feeding are described. 
(7) Spotted skunk habitat was characterized by a large 
number of dens distributed over the range. These dens wore 
not the property of one skunk but of the population. 
(8) The living space of individual skunks at any one 
time Included several dens, available food, and safe passage 
between dens and food. 
(9) Spotted skunk dens were largely located in and about 
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farm yards. Very few groxind dens were used. Those used were 
appropriated from other species. 
(10) There were 5.3 farm yards per section with an 
average of 13 soml-peiroanent or permanent den sites. 
(11) The population was trapped intensely during the 
winter and spring of 1942 on foiir sections in tho center of 
the area. 
(12) Tho population density was determined at 13 spotted 
skunks por square mile in late winter and early spring of 
1942. 
(13) Tho SOX ratio was 1.68x1 on a basis of 74 males 
and 44 females. 
(14) The living space of individuals was found to bo 
similar for moles and females during the winter season. One 
quarter section with two or three dens contained tho overoge 
individual. 
(15) Tho living apace of individual females in spring 
was approximately tho same as tliat during the winter months. 
(16) The living space of individual males during spring 
was found to bo greatly expanded over that used during the 
winter. They used two to four sections each. 
(17) Individuals traveled from a few yards to several 
miles on feeding trips during winter time but seldom got 
more than one-fourth mile from the central den. 
(18) Spotted skunks were easily kept in captivity, but 
were not particularly easy to tamo. 
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(19) Seventy-seven spotted skunks were killed on the 
area: 32 percent for fur and 53 percent for being a nuisance 
or for predation on poultry# Mortality was greatest during 
winter and least during the summer. 
(20) Eighty-five percent of tho farmers on tho area had 
had tho spotted skunks about thoir farm yards d^iring tho period 
from Juno 1941 to Juno 1942. Thirty-four percent had had 
trouble with them. Twenty-one percent attempted to manage 
them. Twenty-eight percent encouraged their presence about 
tho premises, 19 percent were definitely against having them 
about thoir premises, and 50 percent wore apathetic toward 
them. 
(21) A litter of seven spotted skvinks was observed in 
captivity to datermino the rate of growth. Each weighed 
approximately 10 grams at birth. Their eyes opened at 31 
days. Their teeth out through tho gums at 35 days, 'fhcy 
walked on their foot at 35 dn7ra. Thoy v/oro weaned, or nearly 
so, at 54 days. Thoy appeared full grown at 104 days. 
(22) Weights wore obtained on 151 spotted skunks in all 
seasons. Males averaged one pound nine and one-half ouncesj 
females averaged one poimd one ounce. 
(23) Of six spotted skunks transplanted two transplants 
were known to have been successful. 
(24) Wise management of spotted sktmks is coordinated 
with many good far-ning practices. In general spotted skunks 
deserve encouragement about Iowa farms. 
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APPENDIX 
Table I 
Laad Utilisation Winter 194l-'42 
On 2,560 Aores of the Stookport Skunk Area 
Land Seo. 13 
Use Aores 
Seo. 50 
Aores 
Soo. 26 
Acres 
Seo. 18 
Aores 
Seo. 14 
Aores 
See. 25 
Aores 
Seo. 23 
Acres 
Seo. 19 
Aores 
Seo. 24 
Acres 
Total 
Aores Percent 
Pastxire 125 60 45 60 70 10 145 15 140 670 26.13 
Corn 60 35 15 50 10 85 20 70 175 530 20.67 
Beans SO 15 15 35 105 10 60 270 10.35 
Plowing 35 10 20 5 50 20 90 50 280 10.92 
CloTer 25 20 30 10 80 45 145 355 13.84 
Farm 
yards 
Toim 
20 
20 
10 
20 
5 15 10 
40 
25 
15 
85 
95 
3.31 
3.70 
Wheat 5 5 •19 
Timothy 5 20 40 65 2.53 
Oats 5 10 10 50 75 2.92 
Wood 
Pasture 
Alfalfa 
80 20 10 
15 
110 
15 
4.29 
.58 
Sorgo 5 5 .19 
Table II 
Den Locations on Pour Seotions 
Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., Ifay, 1942 
Total 
Huaber 
Total 
Months 
Percent 
Of 
Average 
Himber 
Of In Total Months 
Dens Use Dens Used 
Den Location 
Stravpile 
Huaber 
Uonths Used 
1 1 1  
5 4 2 3 11 5 3.6 
Number i l l l l i l l l l l l l i i l  
Crop Storage Months Used 2 5 3 3 4 S 5 S S 5 S 2 3 S 5 2  31 106 51.46 3.4 
Huaber l l l l l l i l l l l l l l l  
Crop Storage Months Used S 4 S S 3 3 3 S 1 2 3 6 2 S 3  
Rook Wall 
Well 
Huaber 
Months Used 
1 1 1 1  
5 3 11 4 10 6.64 2.6 
House 
NuB^r 
Months Used 
1 1 1 1 1  
5 3 5 2 3 5 18 8.30 3.6 
Chioken Huaber 1 1 1  
11 3.6 House Months Used 4 5 2 3 5 
Woodpile 
Huaber 
Months Used 
1 
5 1 5 1.66 6 
Log or 
Hollow Tree 
Hxmber 
Months Used 
1 1 1 1 1 1  
3 2 5 3 2 4 6 19 9.96 3.1 
Ground 
Huaber 
Months Used 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
5 2 1 1 5 3 1 7 18 11.62 2.6 
1 
a 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
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Table III 
Population Density 
Spotted Skunks Caught on Pour Sections 
During Feb., Mar., and April of 1940 
No. of Times Caught Skunk No. of Times Cavight 
Feb. Mar. April No. Feb. Mar. April 
1 3 29 1 3 1 
2 30 2 1 
2 3 31 1 
1 2 32 3 
2 1 33 1 
1 4 34 1 
3 2 35 1 
1 36 1 
1 1 37 1 
4 38 1 1 
6 39 2 
4 40 2 
3 41 1 
2 42 1 
1 43 1 1 
1 1 1 44 1 
1 45 2 
1 46 2 
1 47 1 
1 48 1 
1 49 2 
50 1 
1 51 1 
1 2 1 52 1 
1 5 53 1 
1 1 54 1 
4 1 55 1 
Tftblo 7 
Distane«s Traveled by Spotted Slcunks 
In 24«Hour Periods 
Groimd Travel Food 
Date Place Observer Ground Cover Condition Distance Procured 
lAiAo Stockport Crabb Short pastiire. Com Stalks, 10" packed snow 4,900 yards ICLcrotus 
i/sAo Tiffiothy^hay ^ snow Stockport Crabb Com Stalks, Oat Stubble, 3,700 yards Unknown 
7AVS9 Clover field. Plowing Stockport Crabb Weedy fence row Dry 2,640 yards White grubs in 
e/zQ/zd 
Strawpile butts 
Stockport Crabb Veedy fence row. Field Dry 200 yards Phyllophaga under 
B/15/S9 
road Greater Ragweed 
Stockport Crabb Hedge row and weedy Dry 1,100 yards Wild grapes 
6/5/S9 
fence row 
Stockport Crabb Oatfiold 11" high Dry 880 yards Pigeon 
2/t/AZ Stockport Johnson Short pasture 2" snow 220 yards Unknown 
1/1B/A2 Stookpoirt Crabb Farm yard 18"-24" now 17 yards Hone 
I/25A9 Aoes Crabb Ragweeds and Alfalfa OQO'W 2" snow 150 yards Unknown 
1/25/39 
12 " high 
Aoes Polder- Alfalfa ;2" high 2" snow 400 yards Unknown 
2/18/89 
boer 
Ames Crabb Bagweed and Alfalfa 4" Belting snow 120 yards Unknown 
2A8/S9 12" high Aiaes Crabb, Alfalfa 12" and Sweet 4" nelting snow 300 yards Uicrotus 
Polder- Clover 18" 
boer 
Table VII 
Adult Ifale Weights 
Uonth Deo* Jan. 
L 
Feb. Mar oh April May June July Aug. Sept. Cot. Nov. 
Hunger of 
Wei^ts 4 8 16 26 14 4 5 4 2 3 1 6 
lb. OS. lb. os< lb >os. lb OS. lb. OS. lb, OS. lb. OS. lb >0S. lb, oz lb. OS. lb. OS. lb. ox. 
Weight 2 S 2 9 2 8 2 12 2 S 1 IS 1 14 1 15 1 6 1 2 2 2 3 
JunuaiBB 
Weight 1 6 14 14 12^ 1 4 1 1 S 1 7 1 5 1 2 1 5 1 6 
MaillRiy' 
Mean 1 12 1 7h 1 9 1 11 1 12 1 8 1 6 1 9 1 6 1 6 1 8 1 11 
Seasonal 
Uean 1 lb. 9 OS. 
Winter 
1 lb. 10 OS. 
Spring 
1 lb. 7 OS. 
Suaaer 
1 lb. 3 oz. 
Fall 
Table VIII 
Adult Feaale Weighta 
Uonth Deo. Jan. Feb. Msroh April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. )!lOT. 
Bw^r of 
Wsig^hts 6 12 8 6 S 3 1 1 5 3 
lb. OS. lb, OS lb. OS. lb. OS. lb. OS, lb >os. lb. OS 11 • OS. lb lOS. lb, OS .lb. OS lb. OS. 
Maxlnua 
Weight! 1 S 1 6 1 4 1 4 1 5 1 3 1 1 6 1 4 1 5 
mTi4imiM 
Weights 1^  ^ 12 Hi 1 1 12 1 1 I 
Monthly 
Mean 1 1 1 1 1 1 S 1 1 1 2 1 1 6 1 1 I Z 
Seasonal 
Mean 1 lb. 1 OS. 
Winter 
1 lb. 1 OS. 
Spring 
1 lb. 1 OS. 
Sumer 
1 lb. 8 OS. 
Fall 
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Table IX 
Juvenile Male Wel^ta 
June 
First Half 2oz.,10gr«,10gr*>10gr. 
Seoond Half 
,10gr. 
July 
First Half 
Second Half 4o8*»5oz«,4^oz*tSoz..6 ^oz.i6oz. 
August 
First Half 
Seoond Half lib*»12oz*.12oz«•7^oz. •lloz..goz..8oz. 
September 
First Half 
Seoond Half 
October 
Pirst Half 14oz.,12oz« 
Seoond Half.lib..llb.4oz. 
November 
First Half lib. 
Seoond Half lib.<llb.2oz..lib. 
December 
First Half lib.,llb.4^oz.,llb.l2oz 
Second Half 
.fllbaSOZa 
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Table X 
Juvenile Female 'lYeights 
June 
First Half 10gr*,10gr. ,10gr. 
Second Half 
July 
Plrat Half 
Second Half 5^oz.,6oz«,Soz»,7o2» 
August 
First Half 6^oz. 
Second Half 10oz.,9oz» 
September 
First Half 
Second Half 
October 
First Half 8oz. 
Second Half 
November 
First Half 
Second Half 
l!>eoomber 
First Half 
Second Half 
